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ABSTRACT 
In some refrigeration applications, difficulties arise in establishing stable evaporator 
operating conditions, especially when using a thermostatic expansion valve. The unstable 
superheat signal, sometimes called hunting, of an evaporator was investigated by 
developing a mathematical model of a thermostatic expansion valve and a two-passage 
concentric-tube evaporator. The model was then used to study the dynamic response of the 
evaporator and valve in response to changes in the system operating conditions. 
The evaporator model was based on a two-passage concentric-tube heat exchanger 
configuration. Equations for the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy were used 
to simulate the flow and heat transfer, where differential equations for the length of the 
two-phase region and mean void fraction allowed the dynamic behavior of the evaporator to 
be investigated. The model also has the capability to examine the effects of refrigerant and 
heat flux maldistribution among the passages. 
The thermostatic expansion valve model takes into account the pressure forces on 
the diaphragm as well as the pressure drop across the orifice when predicting the refrigerant 
mass flow rate. The geometrical parameters that were varied in this study included the 
orifice size, obstructing pin-tip angle, and diaphragm area. The model also includes the 
effects of the spring constant, bulb time constant, and offset temperature-as determined 
by the force applied by the obstructing pin when the valve is closed. 
Superheat response was investigated by imposing suction line pressure oscillations 
that varied over a range of frequencies. Large superheat fluctuations were found to exist in 
a given frequency band, where the period was found to be on the order of 50 to 100 
seconds, and pressure oscillations in this range should be avoided in operation. 
Disturbances outside of this frequency band did not produce significant superheat 
responses. Factors influencing the magnitude of the superheat response depend on the 
frequency of the perturbations: at high frequencies the valve does not respond to superheat 
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fluctuations (feedback), but is very sensitive to the slope of the flow rate versus superheat 
curve as detennined by valve geometry; on the other hand, at low frequencies the valve 
behavior is dominated by the superheat feedback, and the flow rate versus superheat curve 
is insignificant. 
The effect of the valve parameters was also investigated by imposing a step increase 
of the suction line pressure and simulating the response of· the evaporator superheat over 
time. This approach allowed comparison of the steady-state and transient behavior of 
superheat with different valve designs. 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
In vapor compression systems, there are two opposing factors important in 
optimizing the performance of the evaporator. For higher effectiveness, the region of two-
phase flow should occupy most of the evaporator, giving increased heat transfer on the 
refrigerant side. On the other hand, if the two-phase region gets near the exit of the 
evaporator and the system does not have an accumulator, liquid droplets could enter the 
suction line and damage the compressor. Most refrigerant evaporators operate with 4-5°C 
superheat at their exits, utilizing most of the evaporator for high heat transfer but still 
keeping a margin of safety to assure that thermal non-equilibrium and the random behavior 
of the flow do not cause liquid to enter the compressor. 
Many refrigeration cycles use a thermostatic expansion valve (TXV) to control the 
amount of refrigerant going into the evaporator. A thermostatic expansion valve indirectly 
senses the evaporator exit superheat and adjusts the inlet flow rate accordingly. Valve 
manufacturers and operators of refrigeration systems sometimes experience trouble when 
the expansion valve can not find a steady operating point; the valve alternately opens and 
closes without reaching a steady set point. This unstable behavior is sometimes called 
hunting. Often, the cause of this instability is not understood and, although there are 
corrective measures that can be implemented, most of these measures decrease the 
efficiency of the system. 
The goal of this project was to develop a better understanding of superheat stability. 
This goal was pursued through the development of a mathematical model simulating the 
dynamic behavior of an evaporator and thermostatic expansion valve. The influence of 
valve design and suction-line pressure perturbations were examined to understand the effect 
on the superheat signal. The valve could be modified by changing the bulb time constant, 
orifice area, pin tip angle, spring constant, diaphragm diameter, and the spring force on the 
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closed valve. The pressure perturbations included oscillating the suction-line pressure at 
various frequencies, as well as looking at the superheat response to a step increase in the 
suction-line pressure. Understanding evaporator dynamics and how the expansion valve 
uses feedback to regulate the flow rate may lead to an understanding of why expansion 
valves hunt. 
1.2 Literature Review 
1.2.1 Background 
There has been a lot of theoretical and computational research directed toward 
understanding evaporator dynamics and instabilities. In order to understand the stability of 
an evaporator, a good model is needed to describe the dynamics. Wang and Touber [1] 
present a summary of several methods to model evaporators, with the three most common 
being described below. 
First, there is the black-box model where components are described only by input-
output relationships. This method of analysis uses control theory to characterize stability 
and understand what feedback is involved. Transfer functions are used to predict the 
system response to changes in operating conditions, where the transfer functions are found 
through experimental investigations. Because black-box modeling only uses input-output 
relationships, this technique is generally the simplest to develop. On the other hand, the 
physics of the system is lost in the analysis, making it difficult to truly understand what is 
happening. 
Second, there are the two-zone models that generally use a lumped-parameter 
approach. The evaporator is divided into regions of two-phase flow and superheat, where 
the conservation equations can be applied to each region separately. Methods of analysis 
may vary, but a two-zone model is usually a computationally inexpensive way to grasp the 
basic physical behavior of a system. Some problems with using a two-zone model are that 
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the local behavior of the system is lost, and that some of the variables in a region, such as 
the convection coefficient and void fraction, need to be spatially averaged for the analysis. 
Third, there are distributed models which discretize the evaporator into many small 
control volume segments, much like a finite-volume CFD analysis. Distributed models can 
potentially be more accurate than the two-zone models because of their ability to predict 
local behavior if the constitutive relations and correct flow. regimes are known. A problem 
with distributed models is that the analysis can become very complex, requiring much more 
computer time than the two-zone models. 
1.2.2 Black-box, or control theory models 
Stoecker [2] was one of the first to study the problem of evaporator and expansion 
valve instabilities. He approached the problem by looking for feedback loops where a 
generated disturbance will propagate through a system and create a new disturbance when it 
reaches the exit; this is accomplished by the output response lagging the input by 3600 • If 
the new disturbance has an amplification less than one, the new disturbance will be less 
than the original disturbance and the effect will gradually disappear. On the other hand, if 
the amplification is greater than one, the new disturbance will be greater than the original 
disturbance and the feedback will make operation unstable. Stoecker used a Bode plot to 
examine the stability of a valve-evaporator system. He observed two things from his 
analysis: first, an increase in the transport lag will reduce the stability of the system, and 
second, the time constant describing the thermal capacity of the tube should either be less 
than 5 seconds or greater than 2 minutes to ensure a stable loop. 
Broersen and van der Jagt [3] used an open-loop transfer function to model the 
dynamics of an expansion valve. They restricted themselves to a single-input single-output 
feedback consisting of the refrigerant mass flow and the superheat. Broersen' s first 
suggestion to eliminate hunting was to decrease the mass flow rate, thereby increasing the 
superheat and eliminating exit temperature oscillations. The problem is that decreasing the 
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flow rate is done at the expense of cooling capacity, reducing the efficiency of the system. 
He also suggested slowing the bulb transients by increasing the thermal resistance to the 
bulb, possibly by adding material between the bulb and evaporator. Increasing the 
resistance poses a problem during start-up though, when the expansion valve needs to 
respond to transients quickly; at startup a slow bulb response could be dangerous to the 
system by allowing surges of liquid to exit the evaporator before the valve can sense what 
is happening. Experimental validation of their resistance theory to eliminate hunting was 
achieved by putting PVC tape between the bulb and evaporator wall and comparing the 
response to normal operation. 
He, Liu, and Asada [4] developed a mixed lumped-parameter and control theory 
model to study a vapor compression system. The response of the evaporating pressure, 
condensing pressure, and superheat due to changes in the compressor speed, fan speed, 
and expansion valve opening were analyzed. The dynamics of the evaporator and 
condenser were studied from a transfer function matrix by comparing several input-output 
pairs. The model was compared to experimental data for small step changes in compressor 
speed and valve opening. It was found that single-input single-output techniques used for 
control purposes are insufficient, and they proposed that new mUlti-input multi-output 
methods are needed. The authors claim to have developed the first model that can capture 
the dynamics of the superheat signal in a way that can be used for control design. 
1.2.3 Two-zone models 
de Bruijn, van der Jagt, and Machielsen [5] created a model to gain insight into 
hunting by studying the interactions between an expansion valve and evaporator. The 
effects of two valve parameters were studied: the thermal resistance of the expansion valve 
bulb and the offset temperature. The effect of the bulb thermal resistance was examined in 
their model by adjusting the bulb contact area with the evaporator. They concluded from 
their data that, for a hunting valve, either increasing or decreasing the bulb resistance will 
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reduce hunting. While increasing the heat resistance gave the most damping, the sluggish 
response would cause problems during evaporator start-up. Therefore, decreasing the heat 
resistance was suggested for application. 
de Bruijn, van der Jagt, and Machielsen's method of studying the effect of valve 
static superheat is unclear. They report switching the static superheat from 4.4°C to -2.2°C, 
but do not report how a negative static superheat was achieyed. Therefore, it is not obvious 
what was done or what level of superheat the bulb was measuring since the' evaporating 
pressures were not given. Nonetheless, the numerical results are in good agreement with 
the experiment, both showing that the flow rate and exit superheat undergo a sinusoidal 
response with a period near 145 seconds. The experimental flow rate oscillated between 
10.5 and 12.4 g/sec, and the exit temperature fluctuated between 3.2°C and 4.9°C. The 
magnitude of the superheat and corresponding oscillations were not reported. 
Dhar and Soedel [6] created a model of a window air conditioner to understand 
transients during normal operation. They divided the evaporator into two control volumes, 
one for the liquid and the other for the vapor, assuming the outlet conditions for each 
control volume were equal to the bulk conditions within the control volume. Empirical 
parameters were then combined with the conservation equations for the analysis. They 
assumed the liquid entering the evaporator separates from the vapor, and then the liquid sits 
at the bottom of the evaporator coil. As liquid boils, the vapor flows through the evaporator 
and becomes superheated. Simulations were conducted to study the response of the 
expansion valve for different values of gain, where the gain is the change in orifice area per 
change in superheat. They discovered that if the-gain is too large the valve will be unstable, 
but if the gain is too smaIl the system will take a long time to reach its intended operating 
condition. 
Grald and MacArthur [7] also used a lumped parameter approach to modeling an 
evaporator. They claimed the lumped parameter approach is best suited for simulating 
system interactions because it avoids the computational intensity of distributed modeling. 
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They modeled their system by converting the governing equations into two ordinary 
differential equations that predict the changing length of two-phase flow and vapor density. 
Grids were then generated to solve for the temperature in both the two-phase and superheat 
region with an iterative solution technique. The iterations were done as follows: a guess 
was first made for the evaporator pressure, and once the length of the two-phase region and 
vapor density differential equations converged, the temperatures and flow rates were 
calculated. The model was compared to experimental work with inlet flow rate disturbances 
between 68 and 73 g/sec. They found that the superheat will respond faster to a step 
decrease in flow rate than it will to a step increase, presumably because when the two-
phase length is increasing, the higher tube wall temperature hinders the rate at which the 
flow will reach steady state. 
Wedekind and Kobus [8] used the mean void fraction theory described in Appendix 
A to study a multi-tube evaporator with thermal and flow maldistribution. The flow 
asymmetry came from varying the flow rates among the passages, while keeping the inlet 
qualities for each passage the same. They developed an equivalent single tube model 
(ESTM) for the system that predicts the transient response of the evaporator by using a 
weighted average of the individual passages. 
1.2.4 Distributed models 
Wang and Touber [1] developed a distributed model using PHOENICS, a computer 
software program. The purpose of the model was to optimize evaporator performance 
using capacity control. They decided to use a distributed model to gain accuracy, believing 
that lumped parameter models are inaccurate for direct-expansion evaporators. They 
presented three sets of results compared against experiments: reaching steady state, 
responses to different step functions, and operation with on-off cycling. Their model was 
not compared to experimental data, and no conclusions were presented based on their 
simulations. 
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Jia, et al., [9] attempted to improve on Wang and Touber's model by including the 
effect of refrigerant pressure drop inside the evaporator. They were able to predict the 
distribution of refrigerant velocity, void fraction, and temperature in space and time, with 
their focus being the transient response of the superheat to a step change in the inlet flow 
rate. Comparing a step increase to a step decrease in flow rate showed that the superheat 
response is faster when the flow is decreasing. They hypothesize that heat stored in the 
superheat section of the tube affects the time needed for the flow to reach' steady-state 
following an increase in flow. This finding agrees with the two-zone model of Grald and 
MacArthur. 
Gruhle and Isennann [10] developed a distributed parameter model to investigate 
evaporator superheat stability. Transient responses in a 19.3 m long evaporator were 
studied as a function of air temperature, condenser pressure, and compressor speed, and 
the superheat was used as a control variable. Gruhle and Isennann also attempted to explain 
random fluctuations in the dry-out location. They suggested the random behavior of the 
two-phase flow length is due to the non-linear behavior of the heat transfer coefficient in 
the region where the quality is near unity. Even for steady inlet conditions, two-phase flow 
length oscillations of 5 Hz are predicted for their system by their model. 
Nyers and Stoyan [11] also developed a distributed model which included the 
evaporator, condenser, and expansion valve. Their evaporator was assumed to be a bundle 
of parallel pipes, 10 m long, and surrounded by flowing water. They assumed the 
refrigerant was evenly distributed among the tubes and the flow conditions were the same 
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in all pipes. Seemingly, this model could have been simplified into a one-tube model. The 
authors initially claimed their aim was to vary the control parameters (water temperature, 
velocity, valve coefficient, compressor speed, condenser pressure) to find a minimum 
stable superheat, but they did not do so. Instead, they focused on modeling the system 
response to a 10% sinusoidal oscillation of the condenser temperature. A shortcoming in 
modeling the expansion valve using only a valve coefficient and pressure difference can be 
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seen in their plots where the superheat region disappears and liquid exits the evaporator, 
but the expansion valve model does not respond to any temperature changes or the 
increased convection coefficient, and the sinusoidal oscillations persist. Although not 
backed up with experimental results, Nyers and Stoyan suggest their model be used for the 
investigation of evaporator transients and to verify other control algorithms. 
Yasuda, et al. [12] were interested in developing a mathematical model to predict 
evaporator transients such as hunting. The system model included the compressor, 
condenser, thermostatic expansion valve, and the evaporator. The expansion valve was 
modeled assuming a linear relationship between the mass flow rate and superheat, and the 
maximum flow rate was determined from manufacturer's data. The two-phase refrigerant 
flow in the evaporator was simplified by using a lumped model, but a distributed model 
was used in the superheat region. Characteristic values for the evaporator, such as the mean 
void fraction, local void fraction, and evaporator pressure drop, were determined from both 
literature and experiments. Yasuda presented three simulations that were compared to 
experiments. All three simulations started at steady-state, after which the static superheat 
for the expansion valve was changed. The first change in static superheat was from 8.5°C 
to lO.5°C, where the refrigerant superheat responded with an asymptotic increase to the 
new steady-state condition. Changing the static superheat from 10.5°C to 6.5°C resulted in 
underdamped superheat oscillations, mostly damped out after the first oscillation. The third 
change in static superheat was from 7.2°C to 3.0°C. This induced signs of hunting, as the 
superheat temperature was shown to oscillate with no signs of damping. 
1.2.5 Experimental investigation 
Wedekind [13] investigated transients in fully evaporating refrigerant flow. He used 
a 30 foot long heated glass tube to observe where refrigerant was last vaporized and how 
that point moved over time. Wedekind noticed that even when a system is operating at 
steady inlet conditions, the length of the evaporator occupied by the two-phase region is 
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continually fluctuating, sometimes up to 10% of the total flow length. It was thought this 
may be due to liquid slugs being formed upstream and propagating down the tube. 
Mumma [14] also investigated flow length oscillations by designing a test evaporator 
approximately 26 feet long and using thermocouples to measure the tube temperature. 
Similar to Wedekind, Mumma also noticed that the dry-out point fluctuated during constant 
inlet conditions. In addition, he found that the random temperature fluctuations at any given 
point near the end of the two-phase region had completely dissipated by the time they 
reached the evaporator exit. Mumma proposed that it was only when the two-phase region 
had random oscillations that exceeded the length of the evaporator that hunting of an 
expansion valve might result. 
Tassou and Al-Nizari [15] presented experimental results to show how the gain of a 
valve affects both the stability and the energy efficiency of a refrigeration system. 
Electronic expansion valves were compared to thermostatic expansion valves during both a 
cold start (after the system has been off a long time) and a hot start (where the compressor 
is cycled on and off). During a cold start, the thermostatic expansion valve chosen for their 
experiment was responsible for superheat oscillations from 1 DC to 12De with a frequency of 
0.008 Hz. During a hot start, the thermostatic expansion valve induced superheat 
oscillations from 6De to lODe with a frequency of 0.006 Hz. 
Hewitt, McMullan, and Moran [16] investigated the stability of plate heat exchangers 
(PHE) that use a thermostatic expansion valve. They hypothesized that the instabilities in a 
PHE came from the small channel size. A small channel size could lead to liquid plugs 
forming and being driven into the suction line by the high vapor velocity. Another potential 
problem with plate heat exchangers is that the surface disturbances on the plates might lead 
to greater mist flow, which might cause superheat fluctuations at the evaporator exit from 
the thermal non-equilibrium. However, during the course of their investigation they did not 
find their hypotheses to be true. Their experimental work pointed to instabilities at both 
high and low superheats, where the instabilities at high superheats were attributed to under-
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utilization of the expansion valve. They did notice that short bursts of liquid could 
occasionally be seen in the evaporator outlet, but the effect on stability went unexplained. 
Hewitt, et al. also proposed that flow maldistribution among plates might be 
causing some of the instabilities. They noticed separated flow entering the evaporator and 
assumed that phase separation occurred when the header supplied refrigerant to the plates. 
They expressed concern that if the inlet quality were to s~ddenly increase and vapor was 
forced into a tube full of liquid, the liquid in that tube would be prematurely pushed out the 
end by the high vapor velocity. Proposed solutions to valve problems when using plate 
heat exchangers were to increase the distance from the evaporator exit to the TXV bulb, 
create a turbulent flow regime in the evaporator inlet, and generate a well-mixed two-phase 
flow. 
Barnhart [17] examined slug formation in an evaporator and related it to the 
superheat and pressure signal. He confirmed that the formation of a slug will cause a 
pressure spike in the evaporator, since the slug forces the vapor flow to slow and compress 
when the vapor flow cross-sectional area is reduced. The pressure spike induced by the 
slug decreased the pressure drop across the expansion valve (non-thermostatic), leading to 
small inlet flow oscillations into the evaporator. It should be noted that he found no 
correlation between the compressor and slug formation since the compressor operates at a 
frequency of at least 7 Hz, twenty times that of the slug and pressure frequency he 
observed at 0.35 Hz. 
At the exit of the evaporator, Barnhart found superheat fluctuations with the same 
frequency as the slug formation. Interestingly, the exit temperature stayed constant, 
implying that the oscillating superheat measurements were only a function of the changing 
saturation temperature. The fact that the exit temperature is a constant also implies that 
moderate slug activity is damped out before it reaches the evaporator exit. On the other 
hand, he observed that if two slugs coalesced into one large slug, that large slug propagated 
farther down the evaporator and there was a chance liquid droplets would exit the 
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evaporator. The periods of liquid exiting the evaporator corresponded to large superheat 
temperature reductions; this is consistent with his calculations showing that an exit quality 
of 99% will reduce the vapor temperature 3°e to fully vaporize the flow. However, these 
periods of large slug generation and corresponding superheat reduction were irregular and 
could not be predicted. 
1.2.6 Qualitative solutions to hunting 
Najork [18] investigated the dynamic behavior of an evaporator and expansion valve 
control loop with the intention of finding changes that could be made to expansion valves to 
increase their stability. He developed a block diagram of the control loop to find the 
temperature and pressure gain for the expansion valve diaphragm. Although Najork 
realized the evaporator pressure directly influences diaphragm movement, he neglected the 
evaporator pressure control loop by assuming evaporator pressure variations are small in 
comparison to bulb pressure changes. 
Najork reports that a refrigeration loop will be stable if the critical gain is not 
exceeded by the temperature gain-where the critical gain is defined as the ratio of the time 
constant to dead time. He then suggests several ways to increase valve stability. 
• Increase the critical gain 
1. Decrease the response time of the valve. 
• Decrease the temperature gain 
2. Decrease the flow rate versus deflection of the pin. 
3. Decrease the lift versus bulb temperature. This is accomplished by either increasing the 
spring constant or initial force exerted by the spring. 
4. Decrease the bulb temperature change for a given change in evaporator superheat, 
possibly by adding resistance between the bulb and evaporator to damp out rapid bulb 
temperature oscillations at the evaporator exit. 
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S. Decrease the change in superheat for a given change in flow rate (a function of the 
evaporator design). 
Schoen [19] discussed hunting problems valve users may encounter during 
operation. For a valve to hunt there must be fluctuations in either the bulb temperature or 
fluctuations in the evaporator pressure. The valve has an instantaneous response to the 
evaporator pressure, in fact, compressor-induced fluctuations as small as 1 psi have been 
known to cause control problems. However, Schoen stated that most hunting problems are 
the result of the bulb temperature fluctuating. He listed six potential problems that may 
induce bulb temperature fluctuations. 
1. Bulb location. If not correctly placed on the evaporator, the bulb may measure the oil 
temperature or pools of liquid that collect and get washed away. 
2. Load maldistribution. Air-side flow maldistribution may give the evaporator unbalanced 
heat transfer. The different evaporating rates among passages may lead to the bulb 
sensing different superheats. 
3. Refrigerant maldistribution. Similar to load maldistribution, refrigerant maldistribution 
may also lead to different superheats being sensed by the bulb at the evaporator exit. 
4. Low refrigerant velocity. Low velocity may lead to separated flow where, depending 
on the evaporator geometry, it is possible the liquid refrigerant may pool up. If enough 
liquid becomes trapped in the evaporator a flow excursion is possible, leading to a 
sudden decrease in exit superheat. 
S. Maintenance of the valve. If the valve is not properly cleaned, foreign material may 
affect how the valve behaves. 
6. Valve size. Schoen places valve sizing last on the list of causing hunting problems. He 
stated it is possible for an oversized valve to magnify hunting, but the underlying cause 
of hunting can normally be attributed to something else. 
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1.2.7 Chaos 
The non-linear behavior of two-phase flow through an evaporator may have some 
interesting consequences. It is possible that the instabilities seen in evaporating flow are 
chaotic in nature. Lahey, et al. [20] analyzed the evaporator stability problem by developing 
a lumped parameter model to study density wave instabilities and looking for chaos in the 
system. Differential equations were used for the inlet· velocity, exit density, boiling 
boundary, and a length representing the mid-point enthalpy for the liquid single-phase 
region. Their model assumed sub-cooled liquid enters the evaporator as single-phase and 
exits the evaporator as two-phase fluid. Lahey and co-workers found bifurcations and a 
strange attractor for low Froude numbers in a boiling channel. The chaotic behavior was 
caused by the boiling boundary approaching the end of the evaporator which caused the 
inlet velocity to decrease. 
1.2.8 Shortcomings 
Past work in evaporator modeling needs to be improved in several ways. First, 
there are few multi-passage models available for understanding evaporators. As more 
applications begin to use plate heat exchangers, dynamic multi-passage evaporator models 
are needed to accurately predict system behavior. In these multi-passage evaporator 
models, flow maldistribution also needs to be taken into account. This did not need to be 
addressed for single-passage evaporators, but mUlti-passage evaporators experience quality 
maldistribution and different levels of superheat at the evaporator exit. More evaporator 
models also need to be developed that can simulate liquid exiting the evaporator. Having 
liquid enter the suction line can damage the compressor, yet few models can support the 
transition from an exit superheat to an exit quality. 
Investigations into hunting also need to be further refined. Many simulations 
making use of a thermostatic expansion valve have not considered the important valve 
parameters. For example, few expansion valve models have included the effects of bulb 
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and evaporator pressure on the diaphragm. Instead, some rely only on an orifice equation 
to predict the flow rates into the evaporator, only taking into account the pressure drop 
across the orifice and neglecting how geometry affects the valve dynamics. Lastly, the 
underlying cause of hunting needs to be identified. Suggestions have been made to 
minimize the valve response to certain conditions, but without understanding the physics 
and dynamics of the system it is difficult to determine the. most efficient way to solve the 
hunting phenomenon. 
1.3 Flow Instabilities 
Two-phase flow instabilities have been studied extensively in the nuclear industry. 
Because some of the nuclear applications are slightly different from the refrigeration 
industry, not all the results can be directly used. For example, most of the flows in nuclear 
evaporators are always in the two-phase region and no superheat is encountered. In any 
case, some instabilities encountered by the nuclear industry may lead to an understanding 
of expansion valve hunting. A detailed analysis of flow instabilities can be found in 
literature [21] [22] [23] [24] [25], so only a brief summary of the most important will be given. 
Instabilities can be classified as being either static or dynamic. Static instabilities can 
be analyzed using steady-state laws and occur when a perturbation leads from one steady-
state operating point to another steady-state operating point. The most well known of these 
is a flow excursion, or the Ledinegg instability. On the other hand, dynamic instabilities 
need the full transient equations in order to be correctly modeled. Steady-state equations are 
not sufficient for dynamic instabilities because feedback is involved, as is the delay time of 
a propagating wave. The best known and most prevalent dynamic instabilities are the 
pressure drop and density wave instability. 
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1.3.1 Ledinegg instability 
A flow excursion, or Ledinegg instability [26], will occur when the channel 
(internal) pressure drop versus flow rate curve is smaller than the supply (external) 
pressure drop versus flow rate curve, as shown in Equation 1.1. Increasing the flow rate 
may decrease the internal pressure drop if the flow regime undergoes a transition, such as 
slug flow becoming annular flow. 
d( LW) < _d(_LW_) 
dG int dG ext 
(1.1) 
If the pressure drop versus flow rate curves for a system are similar to those shown 
in Figure 1.1, a flow excursion is possible. Point "A" is an unstable operating point 
because the internal pressure drop slope is less than the external pressure drop slope. A 
small increase in the pressure drop will drive the system to operate at "B", and a flow 
excursion decreases the mass flow rate of the system. On the other hand, if there is a small 
pressure drop decrease when operating at point "A", the system will accumulate mass until 
it reaches steady state at point "C". Both points "B" and "C" are steady operating points 
because the internal pressure drop is greater than the external pressure drop. Any minor 
perturbation will drive the system back to where it started. 
1.3.2 Pressure drop instability 
Because a pressure drop instability is dynamic, transient equations need to be used 
to solve for the system response. Instead of a one-time flow excursion to a new steady-
state, there may be repeated cycling of the flow rate. If an evaporating system has an 
accumulator or a volume large enough where liquid accumulation may occur, similar to 
Figure 1.2, then a pressure drop instability may occur. The condenser (P) and compressor 
(Pe) pressures are assumed to be constant, while the pressure inside the accumulator (Pace) 
is allowed to vary. The mass flux is calculated entering both the accumulator (m) and 
evaporator (m2). 
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Figure 1.3 shows both an internal and external pressure drop versus mass flux 
curve and how the flow rate might cycle. If the system is operating at point "A", a small 
increase in the accumulator pressure would lead to an increase in the pressure drop across 
the evaporator. This would cause the flow rate into the accumulator (m!) and evaporator 
(m2) to both decrease, but the flow into the evaporator (m2) decreases faster. Therefore, 
more liquid is entering the accumulator than exiting and tl)e pressure inside will increase. 
This drives the system to point "B" where the pressure inside the accumulator builds. 
When the accumulator reaches a critical pressure, the accumulator will purge itself and 
drive the system to point "C". As no steady-state conditions can be found (curve 
intersections), the cycle continues and the flow rate goes from (B-C-D-E-B). 
1.3.3 Density wave instability 
The most common dynamic instability is the density wave oscillation, where 
information about the exit conditions is propagated back upstream in the form of pressure 
waves. The period of these oscillations is usually one to two times the time it takes for a 
particle in the flow to travel the length of tube [24]. Figure 1.4 shows what the evaporating 
system might look like, where the condenser (P) and suction-line (Pe) pressure is held 
constant and the pressure at the evaporator entrance (Po) is allowed to fluctuate. If a 
perturbation of low density two-phase fluid passes through the exit, the exit restriction 
pressure drop will decrease. This exit pressure drop decrease will propagate upstream to 
decrease the evaporator pressure drop (Po -P e)' A smaller evaporator pressure drop will, in 
tum, increase the pressure drop across the inlet valve (Pi-Po) inducing an increase in the 
flow rate. At a time ~t later, the increased flow acting as a density wave will reach the exit 
and increase the exit restriction pressure drop. A rise in (Po-Pe) will propagate back 
upstream to the inlet to decrease the flow rate, hence the oscillations become self-sustained. 
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1.4 Project Objectives 
The objective of this project was to identify and understand the main causes of 
superheat instability associated with refrigerant evaporators. This goal was pursued 
through the development of a computer model to study instabilities within an evaporator. 
The effects of pressure oscillations in the compressor and the characteristics of the 
expansion valve were examined to determine the onset cO,:lditions of superheat instability 
and how the system responds for various changes in the thermostatic expansion valve 
design. 
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Figure 1.1 Possible system pressure drop vs. flow rate curves. Point "A" is 
an unstable operating point because the internal pressure drop 
gradient is less than the external pressure drop gradient. A 
pressure perturbation causes a Ledinegg instability, driving the 
flow to points "B" or "e". 
accumulator 
Pi ~ P~ ~~--ev-a-po-r-at-or------'~ Pe 
--~.~ . 
m2 
Figure 1.2 Schematic of a system that could encounter a pressure drop 
instability. Inlet (Pi) and exit (Pe) pressures are held constant 
while the accumulator pressure (Pace) is allowed to fluctuate. 
Differences in flow rate between mt and m2 cause mass 
accumulation or depletion in the accumulator. 
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Figure 1.3 Possible system pressure drop vs. flow rate curves. A pressure 
drop instability may result when operating at point "A". A 
pressure increase would drive the flow to point "B", and then 
along the internal pressure drop curve B-C-D-E-B trying to 
reach steady-state. 
Pi ~ .... __ e_v...;ap;;...o_ra_t_or __ ---,~ P e 
Po 
Figure 1.4 Schematic of a system that could encounter a density wave 
instability. Inlet and exit pressures are held constant while the 
pressure at the evaporator inlet is allowed to fluctuate. Pressure 
waves generated at the evaporator exit propagate through the 
system which change the flow rate through the expansion 
valve. 
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CHAPTER 2 - EVAPORATOR MODEL 
2.1 Model Description 
The dynamics of an evaporator can be simulated using the computer program 
developed. The model considers an evaporator with refrigerant flowing through parallel 
round tubes; each of these round tubes is within another tube, forming a concentric-tube 
heat exchanger for each pass in the evaporator. Refrigerant flows through the inner tubes, 
and water is in counterflow through the outer tube concentric annulus. The computer 
program tracks how the evaporator behaves over time for a prescribed set of conditions and 
can be used to predict the response of the evaporator to changes in operating parameters. A 
schematic of the evaporator is shown in Figure 2.1. 
Certain parameters are either defined as constants or given a prescribed behavior 
over time, including the evaporator diameter and length, water-side characteristics, and the 
pressure boundary conditions. The water-side characteristics of the evaporator need to be 
known in their entirety; namely, the mass flow rate, inlet temperature, and Nusselt number 
for the water in each passage of the evaporator need to be prescribed. The Nusselt number 
for a given geometry can be found in [27], where a table of Nusselt numbers is given for an 
annulus with several ratios of inner and outer tube diameters. The boundary conditions for 
the evaporator come from the condenser and compressor. On the condenser side, the 
temperature and pressure must be given; at the evaporator exit, the suction line pressure 
must be given. A two-zone method is used in the model, where the principles of 
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy are applied to a two-phase control volume 
and a superheat control volume. 
2.2 Assumptions 
The following assumptions are adopted to simplify the modeling of an evaporator. 
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1. Time invariant mean void fraction (see Appendix A). 
2. Evaporator material has a negligible change in stored energy. 
3. Thermal equilibrium in the two-phase and superheat region. 
4. One-dimensional flow. 
5. Pressure drop in the two-phase region does not affect the saturation temperature as used 
in calculating the heat transfer. 
6. Perfect mixing among passages at the evaporator exit. 
2.3 Continuity 
The principle of conservation of mass is used to predict how much fluid is in a 
certain region and how much accumulation or depletion of mass is taking place. Continuity 
is applied to three control volumes: the inlet header, the two-phase region, and the 
superheat region. Starting with the integral form of conservation of mass as shown in 
Equation 2.1, assumptions are made to simplify the equation into a more useful form. 
If pv . dA + If I ap d'V = 0 
cs cv at 
(2.1) 
2.3.1 Evaporator header region 
The first control volume in the evaporator is the header, consisting of the region 
from the expansion valve to the inlet of the evaporator passages. The header has a constant 
area, the refrigerant is considered to be incompressible, and it is assumed no accumulation 
of mass will occur. Therefore, the mass flow ~te through the expansion valve must equal 
the mass flow rate into the evaporator. For a two-passage model, the passage inlet flow 
rates are related to the flow rate through the expansion valve by Equation 2.2. 
(2.2) 
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2.3.2 Two-phase region 
2.3.2.1 Superheated evaporator 
The two-phase region of the evaporator is another control volume. Integrating 
Equation 2.1 converts the left-hand term into two mass flow rates: one being the flow rate 
into the evaporator, and the other being the flow rate exiting the two-phase region with 
respect to the dry-out point. The control volume integral accounts for the rate of change of 
mass storage from a growing or shrinking two-phase length. After simplification, 
continuity in the two-phase region when the evaporator has superheat is then written as 
Equation 2.3. 
d 
mi - mmid = - mstore 
dt 
(2.3) 
where 
Because the saturation density, mean void fraction, and cross-sectional area in the mass 
storage term are time-independent, they can be pulled outside the derivative. Therefore, the 
differential equation for continuity in the two-phase region is simplified to Equation 2.4. 
(2.4) 
2.3.2.2 Flooded evaporator 
When an evaporator passage does not .have a superheat region, continuity in the 
two-phase region must be written in a different form. The assumption of a time-invariant 
mean void fraction is no longer applicable when the exit quality changes. Instead of 
accumulating or depleting mass changing the two-phase length, changes in mass storage 
now affect the mean void fraction. Equation 2.5 is a modified form of Equation 2.3, with 
the difference being that the flow rate exiting the control volume is now the flow rate 
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exiting the evaporator. Equation 2.5 can be simplified to Equation 2.6--the equation used 
for continuity in the two-phase region without evaporator superheat. 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
2.3.3 Superheat region 
If applicable, the third control volume in the evaporator consists of the superheat 
region. Similar to Equation 2.3, continuity in the superheat region can be written in terms 
of the mass flux at the control volume boundaries and the rate of change of stored mass. 
The flow rate entering the superheat control volume is the same as the flow rate exiting the 
two-phase region, and the flow rate leaving the control volume is the flow rate exiting the 
evaporator. Continuity is therefore written as Equation 2.7, and can be simplified to 
Equation 2.8 by assuming a constant evaporator cross-sectional area superheat vapor 
density. 
dLtp 
m "d-m =-p A--ID1 0 v 
dt 
2.4 Conservation of Momentum 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Conservation of momentum is applied with an equal pressure drop across the 
evaporator passages. The general form of the conservation of momentum is given in 
Equation 2.9; however, application in this form requires information on local density and 
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velocity that are unavailable for this two-phase flow. Therefore, a simplified approach was 
adopted. 
F = ~(mv) = Hv(pv .dA) + Hf i.(vp) dV' 
dt es ev at 
(2.9) 
The overall evaporator pressure drop is comprised of a two-phase pressure drop 
and a superheat pressure drop. Furthermore, the two-phase pressure drop may be 
considered as due to contributions from friction and changes in momentum. Thus, these 
three pressure drop contributions are added to get an overall pressure drop across the 
evaporator, as given in Equation 2.10. This approach neglects changes in momentum 
stored within the evaporator passages. 
AI> tot = AI> friet + AI> ace + AI> s (2.10) 
2.4.1 Two-phase region 
2.4.1.1 Acceleration pressure drop 
In the two-phase region, the acceleration pressure drop is found using a simplified 
momentum equation where the vapor and liquid velocities are assumed to be uniform in 
each phase. The correlation was developed by de Souza and Pimenta [28] and is shown in 
Equation 2.11. The acceleration pressure drop is a function of the refrigerant mass flux and 
changes in flow quality, void fraction, and density from the inlet to the exit of the two-
phase region. The correlation makes use of Zivi' s void fraction model [29], where the local 
void fraction is found from Equation 2.12. If the evaporator has a superheat region, then 
the exit quality and void fraction are known to be unity, thereby simplifying the acceleration 
pressure drop to Equation 2.13. 
(2.11) 
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1 (2.12) 
(2.13) 
2.4.1.2 Friction pressure drop 
The pressure drop due to friction in the two-phase region is found by another 
correlation proposed by de Souza and Pimenta [28], shown by Equation 2.14. The 
correlation was developed especially for refrigerant flowing through horizontal straight 
tubes, and a separated flow model was used. 
1 J 2 LlP friet = LlP 10 -- $10 dx 
I-Xi 
(2.14) 
In the correlation, dPlo is the pressure drop assuming all of the flow is a liquid, 
calculated as shown below. The two-phase multiplier used in separated flows is defined in 
Equation 2.15. It is the ratio of the two-phase friction pressure gradient and the pressure 
gradient that would result if all the flow was liquid. The correlation developed by de Souza 
found $\02 to be best approximated by Equation 2.16. 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
where 
( J0.5( J0.125 r = 12- Ilv 
Pv III 
( _ )0.875( JO.5( J0.125 X - ~ Pv ~ tt-
X PI Ilv 
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Gd 
Relo =-
III 
2.4.2 Superheat region 
f _ 0.079 
10 - R 0.25 
elo 
In the superheat region, the pressure drop comes only from losses due to friction 
with the evaporator wall. The correlation used for pressure drop in the superheat region is 
shown in Equation 2.17, valid for a single-phase fluid in a horizontal pipe with fully 
developed flow. The Darcy friction factor is calculated using a correlation developed by 
Churchill [30]; this correlation is valid in all flow regimes, eliminating the need to 
distinguish between laminar and turbulent flow in the evaporator. 
where 
A= 
8 1 [ 
12 ]1/12 (RJ {A + B) 1.5 fd =8 - + 
1 2.457 In ---::0:-:;9---
(~J' + 0.27E 
Res d 
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B = (37,530JI6 
Res 
2.5 Conservation of Energy 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
Conservation of energy is used to relate the rate at which energy is added to the 
evaporator to the rate at which the refrigerant evaporates or increases in temperature. The 
full conservation of energy equation is shown in Equation 2.19, and includes heat and 
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work inputs, as well as the flux across the surface and the rate at which energy is being 
stored in the control volume. Equation 2.19 can be simplified because an evaporator has no 
shaft work, and the work done on the boundaries due to tangential stresses can be 
neglected since it is insignificant when compared to the thennal energy changes. Similar to 
the simplifications made when integrating the continuity equation, Equation 2.19 can be 
written in tenns of the inlet and exit heat transfer rates, and the rate of energy stored in the 
control volume. The simplified energy equation in basic fonn is written as Equation 2.20. 
dQ dW (_ - a 
-+-= Jfetot pv.dA)+ Jff-(etotp) dV 
dt dt cs cv at 
(2.19) 
dE qj - qo = store (2.20) 
dt 
2.5.1 Two-phase region 
2.5.1.1 Superheated evaporator 
Three sets of equations are used to calculate the heat transfer rate for a control 
volume. The rate of energy loss of the water is equated to the rate of energy gain of the 
refrigerant, and the energy transfer constitutive relation closes the equation set. 
Water. The heat transfer rate for the water, shown in Equation 2.21, describes the 
energy loss from the water in the annulus outside the region of refrigerant two-phase flow 
(see Fig 2.2). 
(2.21 ) 
The steady-state equation is used because the energy storage tenn is assumed to be 
negligible. The heat rate for the evaporator is on the order of 400 W and the heat rate from 
the change in water temperature is on the order of 340 W, however, the rate of energy 
storage by the water is only about 17 W. Because the heat rate for the evaporator is an 
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order of magnitude greater than the rate of energy stored in the water, the steady-state 
equations can be used. 
q - mrAfgLll == (2.5 g / sec)(200 J / g)(0.8) == 400 W 
mwcwAT - (12 g / sec)(4 J / gK)(7 K) == 340 W 
Mwcw AT - (250 g)( 4.2 J / gK)(1 K / min) == 17 W 
At . 
Refrigerant. The conservation of energy equation used for the refrigerant is 
Equation 2.22, an expanded form of Equation 2.20. The rate of energy entering the control 
volume comes from the refrigerant entering the evaporator as well as from the water heat 
flux, whereas the rate of energy leaving the control volume comes only from refrigerant 
exiting the end of the two-phase region. Because the saturation properties and mean void 
fraction are assumed to be constant, Equation 2.23 can be used to calculate the heat transfer 
rate of the refrigerant in the region of two-phase flow. 
Rate equation. Lastly, the energy transfer constitutive relation is used, shown in 
Equation 2.24. The average overall heat transfer coefficient (neglecting storage in the tube 
material) and the log-mean temperature difference are also defmed below. 
(2.24) 
where 
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(2.25) 
Because the temperature differences in Equation 2.25 are found at the beginning and the 
end of the two-phase region, and the water is in counterflow with the refrigerant, AT 0 and 
ATj are calculated as: 
2.5.1.2 Flooded evaporator 
Similar to conservation of mass, the conservation of energy equation for the 
refrigerant must be written in a different form when an evaporator passage does not have a 
superheat region. The rate at which energy is accumulating or depleting does not induce a 
changing two-phase length, but instead changes the mean void fraction. The enthalpy of the 
refrigerant exiting the evaporator also changes from the enthalpy of saturated vapor to being 
a function of the exit qUality. Therefore, Equation 2.26 is used as a modified form of 
Equation 2.22. By assuming constant saturation properties, Equation 2.26 can be 
simplified into Equation 2.27. 
(2.26) 
[i1(1- xi)+ ivxdmi + qtp - (il + XOAfg)mO = 
ALtP{~(ilPl) - ~(ilPla) + ~(ivpva)} 
dt dt dt 
(2.27) 
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The water and rate equations also need to be slightly modified. In place of the water 
temperature at the refrigerant dry-out point being used (T w,mid) in Equation 2.21, it is 
replaced by the water inlet temperature. Similarly, the log-mean temperature difference in 
Equation 2.25 also uses the water inlet temperature instead of the temperature at the dry-out 
point. 
2.5.2 Superheat region 
In the superheat region, the dynamic storage of energy is assumed to be negligible. 
This approach is based on the idea that energy addition or depletion due to a changing 
superheat region is minimal compared to the energy in the two-phase region, an assumption 
that has also been used by others [1]. The heat transfer rate in the superheat region is found 
from an energy balance on the water, Equation 2.28, vapor refrigerant, Equation 2.29, and 
the constitutive equation, Equation 2.30. 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
where 
and the log-mean temperature difference defined in Equation 2.25 now uses 
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2.6 Flow Maldistribution 
Because of gravity, inertia, and evaporator geometry, refrigerant flow may not be 
evenly distributed among a multi-passage evaporator. Maldistribution may lead to some 
evaporator passages being well utilized and having a high heat transfer rate, while other 
passages carry mostly vapor and have a low heat transfer rate. In addition to affecting the 
evaporator performance, mal distribution also causes th~ evaporator passages to have 
different levels of superheat when the flow mixes in the suction line." Therefore, 
understanding the heat transfer effects and superheat response from maldistribution is 
important when modeling and designing an evaporator. 
To allow for flow mal distribution among refrigerant passages, a quality ratio term is 
prescribed for (n-I) tubes, where n is the number of passages. The quality ratio term 
defines the percentage of the overall vapor entering a specific passage. Assuming an 
adiabatic throttling process, the quality entering the evaporator header from the expansion 
valve can be found from knowing the condenser enthalpy and the evaporator pressure. The 
evaporator inlet vapor flow rate is found by Equation 2.31. Used in conjunction with 
conservation of mass, the vapor flow rate distribution between the passages in a two-
passage evaporator can be found from Equations 2.32 and 2.33, and the inlet quality for 
each passage can be found from Equations 2.34 and 2.35. 
m 
X -~ i,1 -
mv2 
X i ,2 =-'-
m i ,2 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
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2.7 Exit Quality in a Flooded Evaporator 
If liquid exits an evaporator passage, the two-phase region is no longer a dynamic 
element-the two-phase region is the length of the evaporator passage. Instead, the 
dynamic element in the evaporator is the mean void fraction. Because liquid is exiting the 
evaporator, the actual mean void fraction is smaller than it would be if total evaporation 
took place, as shown in Equation 2.36. Therefore, if the lpcal void fraction is numerically 
integrated to the point of complete evaporation (past the evaporator exit), the calculated 
mean void fraction would exceed the actual value, as shown in Figure 2.3. The length of 
the evaporator relative to how long the evaporator needs to be to fully vaporize the 
refrigerant can be found by interpolating between the two integration points where the 
actual mean void fraction was first exceeded. The exit quality can then be found from 
Equation C.7, where Appendix C describes the relationship between quality and two-phase 
length. 
1 Levap 1 LIp 
Cl=- JCldL<- JCldL 
Levap 0 Ltp 0 
(2.36) 
2.8 Two-Phase Convection Coefficient 
In order to solve the energy balance in the two-phase region, the average convection 
coefficient for the refrigerant must be known, where the average convection coefficient in 
the two-phase region is defined by Equation 2.37. Because the local convection coefficient 
is a function of quality but needs to be integrated over the two-phase length, the quality 
needs to be known as a function of two-phase length. Appendix C describes how the 
correlation was derived to relate the local quality to the normalized two-phase length. Since 
the local convection coefficient can then be known as a function of spatial coordinates, 
Equation 2.38 can be used to find the average convection coefficient in the two-phase 
region. 
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(2.37) 
I 
htp = f hlocal (Ltp,n) dLtp,n (2.38) 
° 
The local convection coefficient is found using Shah's correlation [31], which 
makes use of the following non-dimensional parameters: 
and the liquid convection coefficient, hI' is calculated by the Dittus-Boelter equation. 
[ ]
0.8 
hI = 0.023 Gd(l- x) Pr10.4 5. 
III d 
(2.39) 
Shah classifies the boiling process into four regimes, determined from the 
parameters above. The first regime is nucleate boiling, which assumes that convection is 
negligible and heat transfer is determined by the intensity of bubble nucleation. The second 
regime is called bubble suppression, where both nucleate boiling and convection are 
significant to the heat transfer. The third regime is pure convective boiling assuming a fully 
wet surface, and the last regime is pure convective boiling with only a partially wet surface. 
Most two-phase convection correlations begin to fail in the dry-out region of the 
evaporator where mist flow is the primary flow regime. Shah states that his correlation 
should only be used if the dry-out quality is 80% or higher [321. 
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The dimensionless parameters are calculated as follows: 
IfN> 1.0 
N=Co 
N = 0.38 Co Fr-O.3 
FS = 14.7 
FS = 15.43 
1.8 
'IIcb = NO.8 
'II - 230 Bo 0.54 nb -
horizontal tubes with Fr > 0.04 
horizontal tubes with Fr < 0.04 
Bo> 11e-4 
Bo < 11e-4, 
for 
'II nb = 1 + 46 Bo 0.54 for 
Bo>0.3e-4 
Bo<0.3e-4 
'II is the larger of'llnb and 'IIcb' 
If 0.1 < N < 1.0 
'II is the larger of 'IIbs and 'II cb' 
If N < 0.1, 
'II is the larger of 'IIbs and 'II cb' 
2.9 Local Void Fraction 
The local void fraction is spatially integrated to find the mean void fraction. A 
correlation by Premoli, et al. [33], usually called the ClSE correlation, is used to calculate 
the local void fraction. This method was chosen because, in calculating the mean density 
found by P = (1- a)pl + apv' Whalley [34] found the ClSE correlation to be more accurate 
than the Chisholm, Smith, Zuber, Zivi, or homogeneous models. 
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where 
The CISE local void fraction is found by Equation 2.40. 
1 
ex = ---;;----, 
1+(S I-x &J 
X PI 
( J005 S = 1 + Ea y - yEb 
l+yEb 
~= PIX 
PIX + Pv(1- x) 
( J-0008 Eb = 0.0273 We Rel-O.51 :~ 
y=-~-
1-~ 
(2.40) 
( J0022 Ea = 1.578 Rel-O.l9 :~ 
Gd Re l =-
J.l1 
Although the mean void fraction is assumed to be a constant, it actually changes 
slightly during transients when using Premoli' s correlation because it is a function of the 
mass flux. However, under the mass flow rates experienced by the evaporator, changes in 
the mean void fraction are small and usually insignificant. 
The CISE void fraction correlation requires the surface tension of R -134a. Stegou-
Sagia's [35] curve fit to ASHRAE data for R-134a was used, as calculated in Equation 
2.41. 
(2.41) 
where 
(jref = 0.059893 N/m 
Tc = 374.18 K 
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n = 1.2448. 
2.10 Solution Technique 
The computer program used a modified Newton-Raphson method to solve the 
coupled set of non-linear algebraic and differential equations, summarized in Appendix D. 
An Adam's integration, described in Appendix B, was then used to solve the transient mass 
and energy equations. Thus, a quasi-steady solution was obtained for variables' such as the 
evaporator pressure drop, refrigerant mass flow rates, and the refrigerant temperature 
exiting the evaporator. The transient response was captured by determining the length of 
the two-phase region in each passage. The two-phase flow region is the length of the 
evaporator tube occupied by two-phase flow-the rest of the tube length is occupied by 
super-heated vapor. If the two-phase flow length exceeded the length of the evaporator, 
liquid was entering the suction line. The governing equations changed as the tube consisted 
only of two-phase flow and the superheat equations could be neglected. Exit quality then 
became a new unknown parameter, replacing the refrigerant exit temperature and the other 
superheat variables. 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of a two-passage concentric-tube evaporator with 
water in counterflow to the refrigerant. 
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Figure 2.2 (a) Evaporator passage nomenclature and (b) location of the 
refrigerant and water temperature calculations. 
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ex. 
Ln+l 
Figure 2.3 When integrated to complete evaporation, the calculated mean 
void fraction will exceed the actual mean void fraction of the 
evaporator when the evaporator is flooded. The evaporator 
length normalized with respect to the length needed to fully 
evaporate the refrigerant can be found. 
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CHAPTER 3 - THERMOSTATIC EXPANSION VALVE MODEL 
3.1 Expansion Valve Description 
A thermostatic expansion valve controls the rate at which refrigerant enters the 
evaporator. An expansion valve senses the superheat exiting the evaporator and adjusts the 
refrigerant flow rate, keeping enough superheat to prevent the compressor from taking in 
liquid. The amount of superheat is measured by attaching a bulb filled with two-phase 
refrigerant to the exit of the evaporator, with the expectation that the bulb and exiting 
refrigerant will come into thermal equilibrium. However, the bulb temperature response is 
slower than the superheat response because of the thermal resistance of the evaporator wall 
and expansion valve bulb. 
Because the bulb always contains a two-phase fluid, changes in the bulb 
temperature result in changes to the bulb pressure; this pressure is then transmitted to the 
valve diaphragm to control the valve opening. Resisting the bulb pressure on the diaphragm 
are the suction-line pressure and the force from a spring under the valve. The spring is 
adjustable and is used to ensure there is some level of superheat at the evaporator exit 
before the valve will open. If the evaporator is at a superheat less than the superheat set by 
the valve, the bulb pressure is not enough to overcome the evaporator pressure and spring. 
A diagram of the pressures and forces acting within the expansion valve is shown in Figure 
3.1. 
This level of superheat needed to open the valve is called the offset temperature or 
the static superheat, and can be controlled by turning a screw that adjusts the spring 
deflection. Likewise, there is also a superheat that opens the valve to the maximum flow 
rate (for a given pressure drop across the orifice); when this superheat is reached, the pin is 
no longer obstructing the orifice and an increase in superheat will not influence the flow 
rate. Figure 3.2 shows the relationship of the offset temperature, maximum superheat, and 
maximum mass flow rate on a flow rate versus superheat curve. The shape of the flow rate 
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versus superheat curve is detennined by the valve geometry. Most often, the expansion 
valve is operating at a superheat somewhere between the offset temperature and maximum 
superheat. Therefore, if the flow rate versus superheat temperature curve is known, then 
the flow rate through the valve can be predicted. 
3.2 Design Parameters 
An expansion valve has certain characteristics that must be known 'to correctly 
model its behavior. Previously mentioned was the fact that a two-phase mixture fills the 
bulb that senses the evaporator superheat. If the operating temperature covers a wide range, 
some expansion valves will use a mixture of refrigerants to adjust how the bulb pressure 
responds to different temperatures. However, the current model assumes that pure R-134a 
is the operating fluid in the bulb. In addition to the bulb fluid characteristics, several 
physical dimensions and characteristics of the valve need to be prescribed. These are 
shown in Figure 3.3, and include: 
1. Bulb time constant 
2. Spring constant 
3. Pin tip angle 
4. Force the spring exerts on a closed valve 
5. Diaphragm diameter 
6. Orifice diameter 
3.3 Bulb Temperature Response 
The bulb temperature response is an important part of the system, and some have 
pointed to bulb dynamics as a cause of hunting [2] [3] [12] [18] [19]. A bulb will change 
temperature faster and more accurately measure the evaporator exit conditions if the bulb 
time constant is decreased. 
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3.3.1 Lumped capacitance model 
The lumped capacitance method is used to predict the transient temperature response 
of the bulb to changing evaporator exit temperatures. The lumped capacitance method 
assumes the bulb has an infinite thermal conductivity and is therefore isothermal. The 
governing equation for the bulb temperature is Equation. 3.1, which accounts for heat 
transfer between the bulb and refrigerant (LHS, first term), heat transfer between the bulb 
and ambient air (LHS, second term), and the rate of change of the bulb temperature (RHS). 
(3.1) 
The lumped capacitance model is accurate only under certain conditions; a Biot 
number much less than unity is needed before a uniform temperature distribution can be 
assumed and the lumped capacitance model used [27]. The Biot number, Bi, is defined as 
Bi == hLc 
k 
where Lc is the characteristic length. The characteristic length is defined as the ratio of the 
volume of the solid to the heat transfer surface area. 
Measurements of a representative thermostatic expansion valve were taken to 
provide sample data. The bulb volume was found to be approximately 11.95 cm3 and the 
contact area with the evaporator was estimated to be 1.8 cm2. Therefore, the characteristic 
length of this particular bulb was approximately 6.64 cm2. 
If the maximum refrigerant-side convection coefficient is assumed to be 500 
W/m2K, and since the thermal conductivity of copper is approximately 400 W/m-K, then 
the maximum Biot number expected for this particular bulb would be 0.083. Because Bi 
« 1.0, the lumped capacitance model can be used. 
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3.3.2 Experimental results 
An experiment was performed where transient temperature measurements of a 
thermostatic expansion valve bulb were taken. The valve bulb was clamped to the suction 
line of a refrigeration loop operating at steady-state, where a plate heat exchanger with 
water in counterflow was used as the evaporator. The evaporator superheat was increased 
by slowly raising the water inlet temperature from 7.0°C to 12.0°C. Temperatures of the 
refrigerant, suction-line wall, and expansion valve bulb were measured, with the results 
shown in Figure 3.4. 
3.3.2.1 Refrigerant and air convection coefficients 
The refrigerant-side convection coefficient must be known to find the heat transfer 
rate and bulb time constant. The bulb was placed on a 3/4" diameter tube where the 
refrigerant flow rate was 42.3 g/sec. The Nusselt number was then found to be 
approximately 430 and the convection coefficient was approximately 300 W/m2K. The Biot 
number for the bulb in this experiment was near 0.05, so the lumped capacitance method 
was valid. 
An important thing to notice from Figure 3.4 is that even at steady-state, the bulb 
temperature is several degrees higher than the refrigerant temperature. Measurements of a 
bulb temperature greater than the refrigerant temperature have also been reported elsewhere 
in literature [61. The fact that the bulb temperature is several degrees higher than the 
refrigerant temperature at steady-state can be explained by setting Equation 3.1 equal to 
zero. Equation 3.1 now shows that the heat transfer between the bulb and refrigerant is 
balanced by the heat transfer between the bulb and the air. Now, Equation 3.2 can be used 
to find the air-side convection coefficient on the bulb. The bulb surface area was calculated 
to be approximately 14.6 cm2, so the air side convection coefficient in the experiment was 
approximately 8.2 W/m2K-a reasonable number for natural convection. 
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h. = hr,oAcont(Tb -Tr,o) 
rur Ab,sur(T rm - T b) 
(3.2) 
3.3.2.2 Bulb time constant 
The bulb time constant could also be determined from the experiment. The bulb 
time constant, 'tb, determines how quickly the bulb temperature will responded to changes 
in the refrigerant exit temperature. Equation 3.1 can be rearranged into Equation 3.3 to 
solve for the bulb time constant in terms of variables that have already been measured or 
calculated on the right -hand-side of the equation. 
Ab,surhair(T rm - T b) _ dT b 
1 hr oAcont Mbcb dt 
- = ' = ---......:::......:::..------
(Tb -Tr,o) 
(3.3) 
However, in order to solve Equation 3.3 the temperature difference between the 
bulb and refrigerant needs to be known. Because the experimental data had some scatter, a 
least-squares curve fit was applied to the refrigerant and bulb temperature response. The 
polynomial fit to the refrigerant temperature found the response to be approximately 
with R = 0.9993, and the bulb temperature response was approximately 
T b = 10.40 - 5.17(10-3)t + 1.15(10-4 )t2 
- 3. 67(1O-7)e + 4. 89(1O-IO )t4 - 2.42( 1O-13 )t5 
with R = 0.9999. 
While the curve fits were very good, there was still some uncertainty in the 
temperature measurements using the thermocouples. The thermocouple uncertainty for the 
bulb was assumed to be +0.5 and -O.4°C, and the uncertainty on the refrigerant temperature 
was assumed to be +0.4 and -0.5°C. The non-symmetrical uncertainty was to ensure that 
there was not change in the direction of heat transfer between the bulb and refrigerant. 
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Figure 3.5 shows the effect of the uncertainty on the refrigerant and bulb temperatures. A 
range of possible bulb time constants could then be found to determine how broad the 
range might be for the bulb time constant that was measured. 
Equation 3.3 was used to find the possible range of values for the bulb time 
constant within the temperature uncertainty. As measured by the thermocouples, the bulb 
time constant was approximately 150 to 200 seconds. If the thermocouples were incorrect 
and the temperature difference between the refrigerant and bulb was actually larger, the 
bulb time constant could have ranged from 200 to 700 seconds. On the other hand, if the 
temperature difference between the bulb and refrigerant was smaller than measured, the 
bulb time constant could have ranged from 0 to 100 seconds. As the refrigerant temperature 
approaches the bulb temperature, the denominator in Equation 3.3 goes to zero, hence the 
bulb constant tends toward zero in that case. Figure 3.6 shows the range of bulb constants 
that could be encountered within the thermocouple uncertainty. 
3.3.3 Bulb time constant - analytical solution 
Equation 3.1 can be simplified into Equation 3.4 to find the time constants 
analytically. As shown in Equation 3.3, the time constants can also be determined from the 
convection coefficients, contact area with the flow, and the bulb mass and specific heat. 
The time constants for the bulb when responding to both the refrigerant and the air flow 
were approximately 200 and 900 seconds, respectively. 
"!"(Tr.o -Tb ) +_1 (Trm- Tb ) = dT b 
't r 'tair dt 
(3.4) 
where 
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'tair = Mbcb ::= (0.027 kg)(385 J / kgK) ::= 890 sec 
Ab.surhair (0.00146 m2 )(8.22 W / m2K) 
3.3.4 Refrigerant-side convection coefficient 
While the refrigerant-side convection coefficient is included in the analytical 
calculation of the bulb time constant, the convection coefficient is not a constant for all flow 
conditions exiting the evaporator. For example, pure vapor exiting the evaporator will have 
a lower convection coefficient than if two-phase flow exits the evaporator. Because the 
refrigerant convection coefficient may change during evaporator transients, the bulb time 
constant may undergo slight variations as well. 
Random fluctuations in the liquid dry-out point occur for up to 10% of the two-
phase length [13-14]. It then follows that if the two-phase length is greater than 90% of the 
evaporator passage, it is possible for liquid drops (two-phase flow) to exit the evaporator 
and increase the refrigerant-side heat transfer coefficient. To account for the higher 
convection coefficient of two-phase flow when calculating the bulb time constant, a linear 
relationship was assumed between the convection coefficient for a pure superheat exit and 
the convection coefficient for a two-phase exit. This relationship was used in the last ten 
percent of the evaporator length, as shown in Figure 3.7. 
3.4 Spring Characteristics 
3.4.1 Spring constant 
The spring constant is prescribed as a characteristic of the expansion valve. If the 
spring constant is not known for a particular valve being modeled, it can still be estimated if 
other valve design parameters are known along with the operating temperature range of the 
valve. The range of pressure acting on the diaphragm by the bulb can be calculated from the 
offset temperature and maximum operating temperature of the valve. The maximum change 
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in force felt by the spring (dF') is found by multiplying the maximum change in pressure by 
the diaphragm area. Since the overall deflection (8) of the spring can be found from the pin 
angle and orifice size, the spring constant can be estimated by Equation 3.5. The 
representative thermostatic expansion valve used for geometrical measurements had a 
spring constant of approximately 50 kN/m. 
3.4.2 Force on closed valve 
dF'sp k =-
sp 8 
sp 
(3.5) 
The force the spring exerts on a closed valve is determined from the expansion 
valve design, however, it can be changed by turning a screw that adjusts the spring 
deflection. The valve behavior can then be changed to produce a different evaporator 
superheat. If the screw is used to further compress the spring a higher superheat is needed 
to open the valve and if the screw is used to relax the spring less superheat is needed to 
open the valve. The spring force acting on a closed valve can be found from Equation 3.6 if 
the initial spring force, the spring constant, and the screw deflection are known. 
(3.6) 
3.4.3 Spring deflection 
The spring deflection needs to be known in order to find the effective orifice area. 
The force exerted by the spring at any given time can be found from a force balance on the 
diaphragm, as shown in Equation 3.7. Then, since the spring force is a linear function of 
the deflection, the deflection of the spring can be found from Equation 3.8. 
(3.7) 
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3.5 Mass Flow Rate 
o = Fsp - F sp,c1 
sp 
ksp 
3.5.1 Maximum valve flow rate 
(3.8) 
The maximum flow rate for a given valve is a function of the pressure "drop across 
the valve and the size of the orifice. The flow rate can be increased by either increasing the 
orifice diameter or the pressure drop across the orifice. The maximum flow rate for a given 
orifice is calculated by an empirical correlation shown in Equation 3.9, developed by 
Hmjak [361. 
where 
and 
c1 = 2.6525(10.1) 
c4 = -6.5783(10.3) 
c7 = 3.6292(10.2) 
c2 = -1.1497(10.1) 
c5 = 3.9001(10.3) 
c3 = 4.1466(10.2) 
c6 = 2.1867(10.5) 
II\nax = max flow rate through valve [g/sec] p = liquid density [kg/m3] 
A = area of valve opening [mm2] S = subcooling rOC] 
Pin = inlet pressure [bar] d = hole diameter [mm] 
Psat = saturation pressure [bar] L = passage length [mm] 
Pc = critical pressure [bar] Tc = critical temperature [K] 
Pout = evaporator pressure [bar] 
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(3.9) 
Because of the magnitude of the pressure drop across the orifice, small 
perturbations of the evaporator pressure do not have a large influence on the flow rate 
through the valve. However, because the condenser pressure is high, small percentage-
wise fluctuations in the condenser pressure may cause significant changes in the flow rate. 
3.5.2 Actual flow rate 
The actual mass flow rate into the evaporator is calculated by assuming refrigerant 
flows through a circular orifice that is partially obstructed by a conical pin moving up or 
down. A close-up view of the flow passage obstructed by the pin is shown in Figure 3.8. 
If the pin deflection is zero no refrigerant flows through the orifice, and if the pin deflection 
is at some maximum value the pin will not obstruct the flow and the valve will be operating 
at the maximum flow rate. The effective orifice area is calculated by subtracting the 
obstructing area of the pin from the area of the valve orifice, as shown in Figure 3.9. The 
actual flow rate through the valve can then be calculated from Equation 3.10. 
(3.10) 
3.6 Offset Temperatures 
Changing the valve design parameters, such as the spring constant, initial spring 
force, and maximum pin deflection, will change the range of operating superheat shown in 
Figure 3.2. To find the offset temperature of a given valve, a force balance on the 
diaphragm is first used to find the pressure exerted by the bulb to just open the valve, as 
seen in Equation 3.11. Because the fluid inside the bulb is two-phase, this bulb pressure 
found from Equation 3.11 corresponds to the temperature of the bulb, Tel' when the valve 
just opens from a closed position. The saturation temperature of the exit refrigerant can be 
subtracted from the saturation temperature of the bulb fluid to find the offset temperature 
needed to open the valve, as shown in Equation 3.12. 
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F P _ 5p,c1 +p 
b,c1--- 51 
Adiaph 
(3.11) 
Toffset =TcI-Tr,i (3.12) 
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, 
P b = bulb pressure 
Psi = suction line pressure 
F = spring force 
sp 
Ad = diaphragm area 
Figure 3.1 Diagram of a thermostatic expansion valve. The bulb and 
suction-line pressure act on the diaphragm and, coupled with 
the spring force, control the effective orifice area. The 
evaporator inlet and condenser pressure influence the flow rate 
through the orifice. 
m 
Toffset 
Figure 3.2 Simplified flow rate vs. superheat curve showing the 
relationship between offset temperature, maximum superheat, 
and mass flow rate through the expansion valve. 
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Figure 3.3 Expansion valve design parameters: diaphragm area, Adiaph, 
orifice diameter, dorif, pin tip angle, n, spring constant, ks' 
spring force on a closed valve, Fsp' and bulb constant (not 
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Figure 3.4 Experimental results of a refrigerant temperature increase and the 
corresponding suction line wall and valve bulb temperature 
increase. 
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Figure 3.5 Bulb and refrigerant temperature measurements and their 
uncertainty. Bulb temperature was assumed to be +O.5/-0AoC, 
and refrigerant temperature was assumed to be +OA/-O.5°C. 
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Figure 3.6 Bulb time constant as measured by the thermocouples, and the 
time constant variation expected by the maximum thermocouple 
uncertainty . 
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90 100 
percentage of evaporator occupied 
by the two-phase region 
Figure 3.7 Variation of the refrigerant -side convection coefficient near the 
exit of the evaporator. A linear relationship is assumed between 
the convection coefficient for superheated vapor and two-phase 
flow in the last 10% of the evaporator passage. 
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AB = 8 sin(a) I 
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deflection 
Figure 3.8 Cross-section of the expansion valve orifice and obstructing pin. 
The effective flow area is shown by the line AB, which is a 
function of the pin deflection, 8, and pin tip angle, a. 
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Figure 3.9 Approximation of the effective orifice area seen by the 
refrigerant, where line AB is shown in Figure 3.8. The pin 
obstruction is shown by the inner circle. Refrigerant flows 
through the annulus created by the pin. 
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CHAPTER 4 - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Introduction 
It is well known that steady-state conditions do not truly exist in an evaporating 
system. Random fluctuations in the two-phase length, thermal non-equilibrium at the 
evaporator exit, and slug propagation through the evaporator all lead to fluctuating 
conditions within the flow. Therefore, drawing a line between what constitutes a stable 
system or an unstable system is difficult; however, a system deftnitely crosses the line into 
unacceptable behavior when the efficiency is reduced or components may become damaged 
or undergo excessive wear due to the transients. 
Hunting has been deftned as "a condition that occurs when a controller [ ... ] 
continuously overrides and undershoots or overshoots the control point, with resulting 
fluctuation and loss of control of the condition to be maintained [37]." The control condition 
to be maintained with a thermostatic expansion valve is the superheat signal. Thermostatic 
expansion valves may hunt under nearly uniform air-side evaporator conditions, implying 
there must be a mechanism internal to the evaporator loop triggering these oscillations, 
possibly due to the stochastic nature of the two-phase flow or the effects of the 
compressor. While the modeling methods described in Chapters 2 and 3 average out the 
effects of thermal non-equilibrium and slug flow, in a real system they do occur, and one 
effect they have is on the suction-line pressure. 
Barnhart [17] have shown that slug formation in the evaporator leads to suction-line 
pressure oscillations at the exit, even for what would be considered steady operation. These 
pressure oscillations induced flow rate oscillations of up to 0.5% through a ftxed-size 
oriftce. However, similar to Mumma's investigation [14], the refrigerant exit temperature 
remained constant. Nonetheless, even with a constant refrigerant exit temperature, Barnhart 
saw an oscillating superheat because the saturation temperature was changing. A 
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thennostatic expansion valve could magnify these disturbances in flow rate and superheat 
for two reasons. First, the suction-line pressure oscillations act on the valve diaphragm to 
move the pin setting, and second, a thennostatic expansion valve would react to the 
fluctuating superheat reading. 
4.2 Application of Model 
Any cyclic perturbation in the evaporating system will cause a disturbance to 
propagate through the system. This disturbance may die out by the time it reaches the 
evaporator exit, or it may become magnified and show up as large changes in the exit 
superheat. These cyclic perturbations may be small changes in the water-side flow rate, 
refrigerant flow rate, liquid-line pressure, or the suction-line pressure, just to name a few. 
A sinusoidal suction-line pressure was chosen to represent these various disturbances in the 
system, and the effect on the evaporator superheat was examined by using the model of the 
evaporator and thennostatic expansion valve that was developed. It is realized that the 
quantitative results may differ for the different perturbation elements, but the general 
system response is expected to be the same whether oscillating the suction-line pressure or, 
say, the condenser pressure. The effect of a sinusoidal suction-line pressure was analyzed 
at various frequencies, along with the effect of different thennostatic expansion valve 
designs-varying the bulb time constant, orifice diameter, pin tip angle, spring constant, 
diaphragm diameter, and initial spring force. 
The suction-line pressure was prescribed to be 315 kPa +1- 1 %, corresponding to a 
range of saturation temperatures from 1.73°C t(l2.30°C. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the 
superheat response was then plotted versus the suction-line frequency; the peak-to-peak 
amplitude being the difference between the maximum and minimum superheat during the 
oscillation. For example, Figure 4.1 shows the superheat response to reach regular 
oscillations between 3.4°C and 5.9°C, a range of 2.5°C, when the suction-line pressure 
oscillated at 1/80 Hz. 
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The effect of a step change in suction-line pressure was also examined using the 
model. The transients following a single perturbation will vary in size and duration, 
depending on the expansion valve design. Therefore, the time-domain response shows 
how the valve parameters influence the steady-state superheat as well as the rate at which 
the perturbation is damped out before reaching new steady-state conditions. 
The system response to a single perturbation was examined by allowing the 
evaporator and valve to reach steady-state and then increasing the suction-line pressure over 
a period of ten seconds. The suction-line pressure was increased from 315 kPa to 324 kPa, 
corresponding to a refrigerant saturation temperature increase from 2.0°C to 2.8°C. A 
physical condition that may initiate a sudden change in the suction-line pressure might be a 
change in the compressor speed. 
A sudden increase in the suction-line pressure affects the expansion valve by 
increasing the force on the bottom side of the diaphragm, further closing the valve and 
decreasing the flow rate, as shown in Figure 4.2. As the flow rate drops, the superheat will 
increase and warm the bulb at the evaporator exit. After the step increase in pressure, the 
bulb pressure via the superheat is the sole influence regulating the flow rate through the 
expansion valve. The design of the expansion valve can be better understood by isolating 
certain components in the valve and examining their effect on evaporator transients. 
4.3 Valve Parameters 
The expansion valve parameters that were examined were the bulb time constant, 
orifice diameter, pin tip angle, spring constant~ diaphragm diameter, and the spring force 
on a closed valve. One parameter was varied while all others were held constant in order to 
see the effect of that one parameter. Therefore, no constraints were imposed to keep the 
steady-state superheat a constant-it was allowed to vary. The effect of each of these 
parameters is shown in Figures 4.3 through 4.14. 
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4.3.1 Bulb time constant 
The expansion valve bulb attached to the exit of the evaporator is used to sense and 
control the evaporator superheat. If the bulb temperature rises in response to the evaporator 
exit conditions, the valve will open further and allow an increased refrigerant flow rate. On 
the other hand, if the bulb temperature decreases the valve will respond by closing and 
restricting the flow rate. If the bulb temperature ever drops. below the offset temperature of 
the valve, the valve will close and no refrigerant will enter the evaporator. 
The rate at which the bulb responds to changing evaporator exit conditions is a 
function of the bulb mass, specific heat, and contact area with the evaporator. A large bulb 
with a high thermal resistance will not experience rapid temperature changes and the bulb 
will take longer to respond to a change in the system. On the other hand, a small bulb or 
one with less thermal resistance will respond more quickly to changing evaporator exit 
conditions and will be more influential in regulating the superheat. 
Figure 4.3 shows how the bulb time constant affects the magnitude of the superheat 
fluctuations during a suction-line pressure oscillation. The time constants used for the 
analysis ranged from 10 to 70 seconds, a range expected for the fastest responding bulbs. 
A valve with a lower bulb time constant is shown to better control the superheat 
fluctuations, as it can quickly adjust the flow rate to control the superheat. On the other 
hand, the valve with a large bulb constant reacts more slowly to the changing superheat and 
the oscillations nearly triple in magnitude from that of the larger constant. 
Figure 4.4 shows how the bulb time constant influences valve behavior for a step 
increase in suction-line pressure. The superheatinitially decreases following a step increase 
in the suction-line pressure due to the rising saturation temperature. Following the quick 
drop in flow rate, the superheat begins to rise and the bulb with the lowest time constant is 
able to respond the fastest, minimizing the superheat fluctuations that follow. 
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4.3.2 Orifice diameter 
An important part of expansion valve design is the size of the orifice through which 
the refrigerant flows. As the capacity of the evaporator increases, so should the size of the 
orifice in order to allow for higher refrigerant flow rates. Care should be taken not to 
include an oversized valve for the application though, as an oversized valve will operate in 
a nearly closed position for the flow rate to be kept low enough to ensure adequate 
superheat. 
The effect of the orifice diameter when responding to pressure oscillations can be 
seen in Figure 4.5, where small changes in orifice size have a large impact on the superheat 
response. A large orifice area makes the valve less stable, as larger flow rate oscillations are 
-possible which lead to large changes in superheat. Decreasing the orifice area decreases the 
superheat fluctuations by decreasing the change in flow rate for a given change in 
superheat. Figure 4.15 shows the effect of orifice sizes by comparing two flow rate-
versus-superheat curves for a given condenser and suction-line pressure. Each curve has 
the same offset temperature and maximum superheat, but they differ in the fact that curve 
"A" has a greater maximum flow rate due to a larger orifice diameter. Decreasing the orifice 
area would then shift the curve from "A" to "B". The slope of the flow rate versus 
superheat curve is smaller for "B", resulting in smaller changes in flow rate for a given 
change in superheat. 
Figure 4.6 shows how valves with different orifice sizes have different steady-state 
operating points and how the superheat response differs following a step change in suction-
line pressure. For the given pressure drop acros_s the valve, the maximum flow rates for the 
orifice diameters of 0.6, 0.7, and 0.9 mm are approximately 4.6, 6.3, and 10.5 g/sec, 
respectively. Under the imposed water-side heat transfer conditions, the evaporator could 
fully evaporate the refrigerant with an inlet flow rate of approximately 2.5 g/sec; the above 
orifice sizes were chosen that would allow significantly higher flow rates. 
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A difference in the steady-state superheat of more than 1°C separates the large and 
small valve. Because the larger valve is capable of handling a higher flow rate, the exit 
superheat needs to be lower to keep the valve in a more closed position. Following a step 
change in operating conditions, the larger valve also has superheat fluctuations that are 
larger and have a higher frequency. While the initial pressure disturbance will deflect the 
valve pin equally in all cases (all other conditions being equal), the valve with the larger 
orifice will experience a greater change in flow area, thus allowing more refrigerant into the 
evaporator and larger changes in superheat. 
4.3.3 Pin tip angle 
The angle of the pin tip is sometimes used to control the behavior of an expansion 
valve. A pin with a large tip angle is relatively flat and therefore the flow is sensitive to 
small changes in deflection. On the other hand, the flow is less sensitive to changes in 
deflection with a small pin tip angle because the change in flow area is not as great for a 
given deflection. 
The effect of the pin tip angle on superheat oscillations resulting from pressure 
oscillations can be seen in Figure 4.7. Valves with a large pin angle experience large 
changes in superheat, while a small pin angle keeps the superheat oscillations minimal at all 
suction-line pressure oscillation frequencies. The pressure oscillations deflect each pin 
equally, but the change in flow rate is much less for a small angle pin. The stabilizing effect 
of decreasing the pin tip angle can be explained through the flow rate versus superheat 
curves shown in Figure 4.16. Two curves are shown depicting different valves with the 
same offset temperature and maximum flow rate, but the valves need to reach different 
levels of superheat before they are fully open. Decreasing the pin tip angle increases the 
maximum superheat needed to open the valve because a greater bulb pressure is needed to 
push the longer pin out of the orifice. Thus, using a smaller angle pin moves the curve 
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from "A" towards "B", where a given change in superheat will produce a smaller change in 
flow rate. 
Figure 4.7 shows how the pin tip angle affects the superheat response to a sudden 
suction-line pressure increase. As with different orifice sizes, the steady-state superheat 
values are significantly different when the pin tip angle is changed. Because a pin with a 
large tip angle needs to deflect less to produce the need~d flow rate (from the closed 
position), less superheat is needed at steady state. The pressure perturbation will also have 
a greater effect on the valve superheat when a large pin tip angle is used because it 
experiences larger changes in flow rate for the same deflection. On the other hand, the 
valve with a small pin tip angle hardly registers a response when the suction-line pressure 
changes because there is little change in the effective flow area through the orifice. 
4.3.4 Spring constant 
The expansion valve spring applies the extra force needed to balance the pressure 
difference between the bulb and the suction line. Changing the spring constant affects the 
rate at which the valve opens for a given change in bulb temperature; a higher spring 
constant allows the pin to deflect less to balance the forces on the diaphragm. The spring 
constant also helps determine the operating temperature range of the expansion valve, and it 
is usually chosen to allow for a 10-15°e temperature range from a closed valve to the 
maximum flow rate. 
Figure 4.9 shows that valves using a smaller spring constant experience greater 
superheat fluctuations than valves with a larger spring constant. The spring constants were 
chosen to allow for a 12°e, 14°e, and 16°e superheat operating range for the valve. A stiff 
spring increases the force needed to deflect the pin a given distance, meaning that a greater 
change in superheat is needed to change the flow rate a given amount. The flow rate versus 
superheat curve shown in Figure 4.16 again shows the effect of changing the spring 
constant, where increasing the spring constant increases the superheat needed to reach the 
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maximum flow rate. Therefore, increasing the spring constant shifts the curve in Figure 
4.16 from "A" to "B", stabilizing the valve. 
Figure 4.10 shows the superheat response for different spring constants following 
a step change in suction-line pressure. The difference in the steady-state superheat is 
because a small spring constant forces the pin to deflect more to balance the forces on the 
diaphragm. The greater pin deflection allows a higher refrigerant flow rate through the 
valve, which decreases the superheat. The effect of the spring constant on superheat 
transients can also be seen, where a small spring constant allows the pin to deflect further 
for a given change in superheat, increasing the magnitude of the flow rate and superheat 
oscillations. 
4.3.5 Diaphragm diameter 
While not usually a candidate for change during valve re-design, the diaphragm 
does have an effect on the superheat signal. As previously stated, the pressure from the 
bulb and the suction line act on the diaphragm and are balanced by the spring force. 
Increasing the size of the diaphragm increases the force difference between the bulb and 
suction line-making the spring and pin deflect more. On the other hand, a smaller 
diaphragm will reduce the difference in force from the two pressures, and the spring needs 
to provide less force for a given difference in diaphragm pressures. 
Figure 4.11 shows how a valve with a large diaphragm area increases the 
magnitude of the superheat oscillations for an unsteady suction-line pressure. What begins 
as small superheat fluctuations may induce large changes in flow rate, and the change in 
superheat signal grows even larger. Because the force needed to fully deflect a pin out of 
the orifice is constant, decreasing the diaphragm area will require a larger superheat to fully 
remove the pin from the orifice. The effect is again explained through Figure 4.16, where 
using a smaller diaphragm will shift the valve the curve from "A" to "B" and stabilize the 
system. 
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Figure 4.12 shows the superheat response is different for different diaphragm 
diameters. First of all, the initial steady-state superheat is smaller for a valve with a greater 
diaphragm area. The smaller superheat comes about because the spring needs to deflect 
more to balance the force difference on the diaphragm. The transient response shows that a 
large diaphragm area also makes the valve more sensitive to bulb and suction-line pressure 
fluctuations. The initial superheat response with the large diaphragm is nearly three times as 
large as the response with the small diaphragm. 
4.3.6 Initial spring force 
The spring force exerted on the closed valve is a parameter than can be changed 
during operation, usually by adjusting a screw in the valve. Turning the screw will increase 
or decrease the deflection of the spring causing the force to change, thereby affecting the 
offset temperature. 
Figure 4.13 shows that changing the initial spring force does not significantly affect 
the superheat response during suction-line pressure oscillations at various frequencies. The 
reason very little effect is seen on the frequency response is because changing the initial 
spring force does not change the shape of the flow rate versus superheat curve for the 
valve. Increasing the spring force shifts both the offset temperature and the maximum 
superheat to the right, keeping the slope the same. 
The initial spring force does affect valve performance though, as seen by the 
response in the time domain shown in Figure 4.14. When the flow rate versus superheat 
curve is shifted to the right, a higher superheat is required to produce the flow rate needed 
by the evaporator. Thus, the steady-state superheat largely depends on the spring force. 
The transient response to a step change in suction-line pressure shows the same thing as 
Figure 4. 13-the magnitude of the superheat oscillations is independent of the initial spring 
force. Spring forces of 6.0 N, 11.0 N, and 16.0 N were chosen to vary the offset 
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temperature from approximately 1.5°C to 4.0°C, shown with the steady-state superheat 
response in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 The effect of the spring force on offset temperature and refrigerant 
superheat. The valve will remain closed any time the bulb 
superheat is less than the offset temperature. 
Force offset temperature superheat 
[N] [0C] . [0C] 
6.0 1.51 4.40 
11.0 2.73 5.44 
16.0 3.90 6.44 
4.4 Valve parameter influence at various perturbation frequencies 
The frequency response plots generated for each valve parameter listed above are 
useful not only in understanding how superheat is affected, but also in understanding when 
certain parameters affect the superheat signal. The valve flow rate, and hence superheat, is 
mainly controlled by the interaction of the bulb and suction-line pressure on the diaphragm. 
The rate at which each pressure changes relative to the other will determine what parts of 
the valve can be used to stabilize the superheat signal. 
The frequency response plots (Figures 4.3, 4.5, 4.7, 4.9, 4.11, and 4.13) can each 
be broken up into three regions, what will hereafter be called the low, middle, and high 
frequency oscillations. The low frequency suction-line pressure oscillations are on the 
order of 0.01 Hz or less, where the superheat response is very small. Likewise, the high 
frequency oscillations, greater than 0.05 Hz, also produce a very small superheat response. 
Suction-line pressure oscillations in the middle frequency, however, may induce substantial 
oscillations in evaporator superheat. 
The high frequency oscillations, greater than 0.05 Hz, have very little effect on the 
superheat response. The small changes in the superheat signal are mostly due to the 
changing saturation temperature of the refrigerant (0.57°C), as opposed to exit temperature 
oscillations. Therefore, events that may cause a rapidly fluctuating evaporator pressure, 
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such as the compressor (>10 Hz) or periodic slug flow found by Barnhart (0.33 Hz), do 
not appear to be a major cause of superheat instability in the evaporator. While these rapid 
pressure fluctuations may have a significant effect on the flow rate through the valve, the 
effects of a changing flow rate are mostly damped out by the volume of the evaporator 
before the disturbance reaches the exit. 
Even though the superheat fluctuations are small. in the high frequency region, 
differences in the valve design do have an effect on the magnitude of the superheat 
oscillation. The important parameters that affect the superheat response in the high 
frequency region are the orifice diameter (Figure 4.5), pin tip angle (Figure 4.7), spring 
constant (Figure 4.9), and diaphragm diameter (Figure 4.11). Each one of those plots 
show that the magnitude of the superheat oscillations can be controlled by the internal valve 
design, mainly by modifying the flow rate versus superheat curves described in Figures 
4.15 and 4.16. On the other hand, the bulb time constant has no influence on the magnitude 
of the superheat fluctuations for any frequency greater than 0.025 Hz (Figure 4.3). 
Superheat response is independent of the bulb because of its large thermal mass, making it 
unable to quickly respond to superheat changes. Therefore, the expansion valve flow 
control and evaporator superheat is governed solely by fluctuations in the suction-line 
pressure and the internal geometry of the valve. Feedback of the superheat signal does not 
sustain the valve hunting. 
If the suction-line pressure oscillates in the low frequency range, less than 0.01 Hz, 
the superheat response is again somewhat small. The gradual changes in flow rate induced 
by a changing suction-line pressure act over such a long time that the expansion valve bulb 
has a chance to sense the changes in superheat and correct for the change in flow rate. At 
low frequencies, the bulb pressure response is significantly faster than the suction-line 
pressure changes. 
In the low frequency range, the bulb time constant now plays a role in the 
magnitude of the superheat response (Figure 4.3). A large time constant does not allow the 
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bulb to sense the changes in superheat as fast as a small time constant would, so control of 
the flow rate is not very well maintained. Unlike the region of high frequency oscillations, 
the frequency response plots show that the internal characteristics of the valve such as the 
orifice size, pin tip angle, spring constant, and diaphragm diameter, lose their significance 
and do not affect the superheat; the superheat fluctuations are independent of these 
parameter changes. In these low frequency perturbatioQs, superheat is then controlled 
solely by temperature feedback mechanisms and is independent of the internal geometry of 
the valve. 
Suction-line pressure oscillations in the middle range of frequencies can produce 
large changes in superheat. The evaporator cannot damp out the changes in flow rate 
produced by the suction-line pressure, and the bulb cannot respond fast enough to 
compensate for the pressure imbalance on the diaphragm. For the given evaporator 
geometry, the critical period of these oscillations where the superheat signal undergoes 
large changes (greater than 1°C) is on the order of 40 to 120 seconds. This is not 
unrealistic, as hunting periods have been seen to range on the order of 30 seconds [10], 100 
seconds [12], 120 seconds [15], and 135 seconds [5] in experimental investigations. 
The question that might be raised concerns what the underlying cause might be for 
some perturbation to act at in this frequency range, when the effects of the compressor and 
slug initiation have already been discounted as being too fast. One possible explanation for 
periodic behavior in this dangerous middle frequency band might be the occurrence of 
liquid droplets exiting the evaporator. While it has already been mentioned that Barnhart 
found that slug instabilities were very periodic with a frequency of 0.33 Hz, he also took 
measurements of the entrained mass fraction (EMF) at the evaporator exit, a measurement 
of droplets exiting the evaporator resulting from slugs coalescing into one big slug. His 
results show that, over an 800 second sample time, there were ten periods where the liquid 
mass at the exit approached one percent of the total flow. While the distribution in time was 
erratic, it is interesting to note that he found liquid exiting the evaporator on average every 
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60 seconds. The effect of these liquid slugs on a thennostatic expansion valve would be 
two-fold: first there would be a rapid decrease in the exit superheat and, second, the 
suction-line pressure would be adjusted as the compressor takes in a higher mass flow rate 
due to the higher density of the liquid. The effect of liquid exiting the evaporator may have 
a significant impact on the suction-line pressure, enough to generate feedback at 
frequencies shown to induce large fluctuations in the superheat. 
In conclusion, if the suction-line pressure fluctuations are much faster than the bulb 
pressure fluctuations, the valve behavior will be controlled by the parameters on the bottom 
(suction-line pressure) side of the diaphragm. For example, if hunting is occurring at high 
frequencies, changing the response time of the expansion valve will do nothing to correct 
the problem. On the other hand, when the bulb pressure is able to respond faster than the 
suction-line pressure, the valve is controlled by the superheat feedback from the bulb. In 
this case, when hunting at low frequencies, changing the valve capacity or pin tip angle will 
not affect the superheat signal. 
4.5 Suction-line perturbation amplitude 
While the frequency response plots showed how the suction-line pressure affected 
superheat at a given frequency, the effect of the perturbation amplitude is not seen. To 
understand what the effect of the perturbation amplitude is on the superheat, the superheat 
response was analyzed for different amplitude perturbations at a frequency of 0.0125 Hz, 
near where some of the superheat peaks were shown to occur. As can be expected, Figure 
4.17 shows that the superheat oscillations grow as the suction-line pressure oscillation 
amplitude grows; and in the region between a zero and 1.5% perturbation (corresponding 
to a saturation temperature ranges from 1.45°C to 2.57°C), the growth is linear. For larger 
suction-line pressure oscillations, the superheat response is less than what would be 
predicted with a linear relationship with perturbation amplitude due to the fact that the exit 
convection coefficient increases as the superheat decreases. The curve in Figure 4.17 will 
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eventually level off to a value set by the difference between the inlet water temperature and 
the refrigerant saturation temperature as the perturbation amplitude grows. 
Dividing the magnitude of the superheat fluctuations by the maximum possible 
fluctuation would show the size of the oscillations relative to how large the oscillations 
could potentially be. Therefore, the information in Figure 4.17 can be normalized by the 
maximum possible oscillation, with the result shown .in Figure 4.18. Because the 
relationship between superheat and perturbation amplitude is linear for small" suction-line 
disturbances, the frequency response plots can be developed once per application and then 
easily adjusted to fit the perturbation magnitude. 
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Figure 4.1 Superheat response for a sinusoidal suction-line pressure with a 
period of 80 seconds. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the 
superheat is ~Ts.pp = 2.5°C. 
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Figure 4.2 Mass flow rate through the expansion valve following suction-
line pressure increase from 315 kPa to 324 kPa. 
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Figure 4.3 Peak-to-peak superheat response for different bulb time 
constants. Suction-line pressure is 315 kPa +/- 1 %, perturbed 
at different frequencies. 
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Figure 4.4 Superheat response for different bulb time constants following a 
step increase in suction-line pressure from 315 kPa to 324 kPa. 
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Figure 4.5 Peak-to-peak superheat response for different orifice diameters. 
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step increase in suction-line pressure from 315 kPa to 324 kPa. 
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CHAPTER 5 - CONCLUSION 
This project utilized a mathematical model of a thennostatic expansion valve and 
concentric-tube heat exchanger to analyze evaporator dynamics and the superheat signal. 
The effects of different components in the thennostatic expansion valve were examined to 
determine their individual influence on the superheat signal for perturbations to the suction 
pressure. The contributions of this project can be summarized as follows. 
Evaporator model 
A two-passage, two-zone model of an evaporator has been developed based on the 
fundamental laws of conservation of mass, momentum and energy. This model is capable 
of simulating evaporator transients by using the two-phase flow length as a dynamic 
element. If the two-phase length exceeds the length of the evaporator, the mean void 
fraction becomes the dynamic element, from which the evaporator exit quality can be 
calculated. Maldistribution of flow among the evaporator passages is permitted by 
prescribing a quality ratio tenn, where this ratio allows the inlet quality into each passage to 
vary. The individual passage flow rates are determined as a function of the expansion valve 
opening and equalizing the pressure drop across the evaporator passages. 
Thermostatic expansion valve model 
A model of a thennostatic expansion valve has been developed that takes into 
account individual components of valve design, allowing for variation of parameters 
important to the valve operating behavior. Valve transients are modeled by using the bulb 
temperature as a dynamic element; the bulb temperature responds to both the evaporator exit 
temperature and the ambient air temperature. An orifice equation is used to calculate the 
maximum flow rate for the valve while the actual flow rate is calculated as a function of the 
deflection of a conical pin in relation to the orifice. Parameters included when modeling the 
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valve response include the orifice diameter, pin tip angle, spring constant, diaphragm area, 
bulb time constant, and the spring force exerted on a closed valve. 
Superheat stability 
Frequency response plots can be used to determine the effect of perturbations and 
design changes on the superheat signal. Simulations have shown that superheat instabilities 
are maximized within a critical range of frequencies during suction-line pressure 
oscillations. This critical band is for frequencies ranging from approximately 0.0083 to 
0.025 Hz, depending on the valve characteristics. If superheat oscillations greater than a 
certain value are detrimental to the system, the frequency response plots will show the 
range of frequencies that are to be avoided. The magnitude of the superheat response is 
nearly linear with respect to the inlet disturbance, so the perturbation amplitude can and 
should be taken into account. The superheat response normalized by the maximum possible 
disturbance in the system can also be useful in understanding the relative size of the 
superheat fluctuations. 
At high frequency suction-line pressure oscillations (to the far right of the superheat 
response peak), the superheat stability and flow rate are determined by valve parameters on 
the suction-line pressure side of the diaphragm: the orifice area, pin tip angle, spring 
constant, and diaphragm area. The slope of the flow rate versus superheat curve determines 
the magnitude of the superheat oscillations, where decreasing the slope minimizes the 
superheat response. 
At low frequency suction-line pressure oscillations (to the far left of the superheat 
response peak), the superheat stability and flow rate are controlled by the speed at which 
the bulb responds to exit temperature fluctuations. In this region, the expansion valve is 
able to control superheat with feedback from the evaporator exit conditions, and the bulb 
time constant determines the frequency at which feedback begins to have an effect. 
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Suction-line pressure oscillations in the middle frequency ranges are affected by all 
valve parameters. Table 5.1 explains how the parameters can be adjusted to better control 
the superheat response. Changing the valve design to reduce the chance of hunting works 
in two ways. First, the magnitude of the superheat fluctuations to a pressure perturbation is 
minimized, as valve will be operating at the lower curves on the frequency response plots. 
Second, changing the valve parameters reduces superheat fluctuations by increasing the 
steady-state superheat. A higher average superheat signal reduces the 'chance for 
instabilities because the random behavior of two-phase flow may be damped out by the 
time the perturbations reach the evaporator exit. 
Table 5.1 Means of increasing the superheat stability. 
parameter to increase frequency 
superheat stability: range 
bulb time constant increase low-middle 
orifice area decrease middle-high 
pin tip angle decrease middle-high 
spring constant increase middle-high 
diaphragm area decrease middle-high 
initial spring force increase all 
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APPENDIX A - MEAN VOID FRACTION THEORY 
The evaporator model uses the mean void fraction theory in the two-phase regime 
[381, The mean void fraction is used in a lumped parameter model and uncouples the 
transient momentum equation from the governing equations; made possible by assuming 
the mean void fraction is invariant with time. 
The mean void fraction is found by Equation A.I, where the local void fraction is 
integrated over the two-phase region and then divided by the two-phase length. If the two-
phase length has been normalized, Equation A.2 can be used instead. 
I Ltp 
a(t) == -(-) f a(z,t) dz 
L tp t z=o 
(A. I) 
(A.2) 
Wedekind proposed that the mean void fraction could be represented by a single 
dimensionless variable, ~, thus eliminating the time dependence. Although representing the 
mean void fraction with ~ does not always allow for an exact solution, unacceptable errors 
are not produced. Experimental validation of the usefulness of the mean void fraction was 
initially produced by Wedekind [13] [38] and later verified by others [39]. The mean void 
fraction has been used in much of Wedekind's work as well as by other investigators [7] 
[4] 
z ~==­
Ltp 
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APPENDIX B - INTEGRATION TECHNIQUE 
Several equations need to be integrated in space or time. For example, if the 
evaporator passage contains a superheat section the rate of change of the two-phase length 
is integrated in time; if there is no superheat section the rate of change of the mean void 
fraction is integrated in time. Also integrated in time is the rate of change of the thermostatic 
expansion valve bulb temperature. Even before calculating the evaporator transients, local 
variables such as the mean void fraction, average two-phase convection coefficient, and 
parameters for the two-phase pressure drop also need to be integrated over quality or 
length. 
The integration technique used is the same in all cases. The first four steps in the 
numerical integration use Euler's method, shown in Equation B.I for an integration in 
time. Euler's method is an approximation of a Taylor series expansion with an error on the 
order of the step size, either O(at) or 0(&). 
(B.1) 
where 
After the first four steps the Adams method [40] is used for the integration, shown 
in Equation B .2. Adams is a multi-step method that makes use of information already 
known about the function and derivative in order to predict the next value, thereby 
increasing the accuracy to 0(at4). 
at 
Yn+l = Yn +-(55 Dn -59 Dn-1 +37 Dn-2 -9 Dn-3) 
24 
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(B.2) 
APPENDIX C - QUALITY DISTRIBUTION IN THE TWO-
PHASE REGION 
In order to find the average two-phase convection coefficient and mean void 
fraction, the local convection coefficient and void fraction are integrated over the length of 
two-phase region. However, the convection coefficient and void fraction correlations are a 
function of quality, not length. In many cases a linear relationship between quality and the 
length of the evaporating passage (uniform heat flux) is assumed to simplify the problem. 
This assumption is slightly inaccurate owing to the fact that the local convection coefficient 
changes in the two-phase region, therefore the rate at which the fluid evaporates changes as 
well. 
From a specified quality increment and refrigerant flow rate, the heat rate can be 
found from Equation C.l; from which Equation C.2 can be used to calculate the change in 
water temperature. Because the water is in counterflow with the refrigerant, the water 
temperature along the evaporator is then found by prescribing the water exit temperature 
and integrating along the evaporator to the water inlet as shown in Equation C.3. Once the 
water temperature distribution is known, the surface area of the evaporator that is needed to 
increase the quality (dx) can be calculated from Equation C.4, and then the length of 
evaporator used is found from Equation C.5. 
dT = dq 
w 
inlet 
T w = T w,exit + J dT w 
exit 
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(C.l) 
(C.2) 
(C.3) 
(C.4) 
where 
dz = dAsur 
1t·d 
1 
U tp = 1 1 
-+---
hw hr,local 
(C.S) 
The actual quality distribution along a tube contrasted with the linear approximation 
assuming uniform heat flux is shown in Figure C.1. Examining how the evaporator 
increment changes for a constant change in quality helps give a better understanding of the 
error involved when assuming a uniform heat flux. Figure C.2 shows that the evaporator 
length increments range from 12 cm to 3 cm to produce a 1 % increase in qUality. This 
increment is constant when assuming a uniform heat flux, but clearly not the case here 
unless working only in the upper quality ranges; otherwise, the conditions at the exit of the 
evaporator are weighted more heavily than the conditions near the inlet of the evaporator. 
Now it is obvious that the local quality through the evaporator needs to be known in 
order for correct integrals to be taken. It would be best to apply a curve fit to the quality 
variation over the two-phase length, but Figure C.3 shows that different convection 
coefficient correlations (Shah [31] and Wattelet [41]) produce different results. In an attempt 
to find a curve fit that is independent Of the convection correlations the evaporating length 
was normalized, and better agreement is shown in Figure C.4. 
An exponential curve fit in the form of Equation C.6 was used to approximate how 
the local evaporator quality varies over the two-phase length. The boundary condition for 
the quality at the evaporator inlet is the inlet quality, and at the end of the two-phase region 
the boundary condition is a quality of unity. Therefore, the exponential curve fit of quality 
is shown in Equation C.7. Figure 2.7 compares Equation C.7 to the quality distribution 
using Wattelet's correlation and it shows very good agreement. 
(C.6) 
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B.C.: quality( Ltp = 0) = Xin 
quality( Ltp = 1) = 1 
Constants: 
X)ocal = Xin . exp[ln(-l J.~] 
Xm L tp 
(C.7) 
Now Equation C.7 can be used to correctly integrate the local convection coefficient 
and void fraction in order to find the average values in the two-phase region. Assumptions 
used in developing this correlation are that the refrigerant and water mass flow rates are 
known, and that a counterflow heat exchanger with water and R-134a was used. 
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APPENDIX D - SET OF COUPLED EQUATIONS USED FOR 
THE DYNAMIC MODELING OF AN EVAPORATOR 
A set of non-linear algebraic equations coupled with ordinary differential equations 
is solved when modeling the dynamics of an evaporator. The equations are mainly 
composed of the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. When there is evaporator 
superheat, the dynamic element in the model is the two-phase flow length; when there is 
liquid exiting the evaporator, the dynamic element is the mean void fraction. Different 
equation sets are needed for the cases when the evaporator has all passages superheated and 
for when liquid is exiting one evaporator passage. 
The first equation set, titled "Newton Raphson Equations: Two Passages, includes 
superheat," is for the case when the evaporator consists of two flow passages, both of 
which have superheat. The second equation set, titled "Newton Raphson Equations: Two 
Passages, no superheat," is for a two-passage evaporator with liquid exiting one of the 
passages. The flow rate through the expansion valve, suction line pressure, and condenser 
pressure are all assumed to be known. During transient behavior it may be necessary for 
the simulation to switch between equation sets, depending on the evaporator conditions. 
The equation sets are broken up into three sections. The first section lists the initial 
conditions that are known for the differential equations, and the third section lists those 
differential equations. The second section lists the algebraic equations that are solved 
simultaneously by a modified Newton-Raphson method. 
The equation sets are also divided into eight columns. The first column lists the 
physical component or type of equation being solved; this is broken down into system 
equations, equations for each passage, equations for each of the two zones (superheat and 
two-phase), and then into the grouping of conservation equations. The second column then 
lists the equation being solved. Columns three and four list the known and unknown 
elements in the equation. Columns five and six are bookkeeping, keeping track of the 
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number of equations (#E) and number of unknowns (#U) in the system. Likewise, 
columns seven and eight are also bookkeeping, keeping track of the number of differential 
equations (DE) and initial conditions (Ie) for the system. 
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Newton-Raphson Equations: Two Passages, includes superheat 
COMPONENT 
2-Ph length 
EQUATION 
Ltp,1 (0) = Ltp,l,i 
L tp,2(O) = L tp,2,i 
System, General Equations 
header continuity 
flow rate 
pressure drop 
mi,1 + m i,2 = m TXV 
mo,1 = Go,1 . Ar ·1000 
mo,2 = Go,2' Ar ·1000 
m· I = G· I . A ·1000 I, I, r 
m· 2 = G· 2 • A ·1000 1, 1, r 
dP evap = L\P s,l + dP acc,1 + dP frict,1 
dP evap = L\P s,2 + dP acc, 2 + dP frict, 2 
dPTXV = P cond - P TXV 
dPevap = P TXV - Psi 
Tube 1: Two-Phase 
continuity 
temp. difference 
Energy 
pressure drop 
mi,1 - mmid,1 = RHOI . A r · 'PI 
L\Til =Twol-Tri , , , , 
L\Tmidl =Twmidl-Tri , " , 
L\Ti,1 - L\T mid,1 
L\T LMTD,tp,l = ( J 
L\T.I In 1, 
L\T mid,1 
Ei,lmi,l + qtp,1 - ivmmid,1 = ENGYIAr 'PI 
q = m . c (T ' - T ) tp,1 w,1 W w,und,1 w,o,1 
q =U·A ·L\T tp,1 tp,1 sur,tp,1 LMTD,tp,I 
dP acc,1 = G i}( out - in l ) 
KNOWN 
L I' tp, ,1 
L 2' tp, ,I 
m TXV 
Ar 
P cond 
Psi 
RH01 
Tr.i 
UNKNOWNS #E 
mi,l;mi,2 1 
mo,I;Go,1 2 
m o,2;Go,2 3 
G'I 1, 4 
G' 2 1, 5 
dPevap;dPs,1 
dP frict,l ; dP acc,1 6 
dPs 2 ;L\P frict 2;dP acc 2 7 , , , 
PTXV;dPTXV 8 
9 
'l'1;mmid,1 10 
L\Til;Twol 11 , , , 
L\ T mid I ; T w mid I 12 
, " 
L\T LMTD,tp,1 13 
Ei,l;iv;ENGYI qtp,1 14 
mw,l;cw 15 
A sur,tp,1 Utp,1 16 
out;inl 17 
#U 
2 
4 
6 
7 
8 
12 
15 
17 
17 
19 
21 
23 
24 
25 
25 
26 
26 
IC 
1 
2 
DE 
AI' &kt,1 = ( Al'1o,1 l J +10/ • dx Xi,l ; J <j)IO,12 .!\Plo.1 18 27 
I-x· I I, 
2 Ltp,l 
.!\PI I =2·fl 1. 0 '1 .-- PI;dr flo,l 19 28 0, 0, 1, 
PI ·dr 
f _ 0.079 
Relo,l 20 29 10,1 - 0.25 
Relo,1 
O·I·d R I, r 
elo,l = fll 21 29 
fll 
Tube 1: Superheat 
continuity m 'd 1- m I = -P . A . '1'1 1D1 , 0, v r Pv 22 29 
temp. difference AT =T . -T 0,1 w,l,l r,o,l T '1 W,l, AT o,I;T r,o,1 23 31 
ATmidl-ATol 
AT LMTD,s,1 = ' , ATLMTD,s,1 24 32 
\0 In( aTmm'l) UI 
ATo,1 
energy q I = mi' C (T . I - T 'd I) s, w, W W,l, W,1Dl , qs.l 25 33 
q =ml'c (T -T.) s,l 0, r, v r,o,l r,l cr,v 26 33 
q =U·A ·AT 5,1 5,1 sur,s,1 LMTD,o,1 A sur,s,l Us,l '27 34 
Us. 1 = 
1 hw hS•1 28 35 1 1 
-+-
hS•1 hw 
Nuss I' kv h - , 5,1 -
dr kv NUSs.l 
29 36 
Nus = 0.023· Re 0.8. Pr 0.4 ~l ~l s Prs Res.l 30 37 
pressure drop AI' + (L~-L~'IWo/ 5,1 d,l 
dr 2·pv fd.1 
31 38 
fd,l = f(Res,l,e) E 32 38 
G ·d Re = 0,1 r 33 38 s,1 fly 
fly 
Tube 2: Two-Phase 
continuity ffii 2 - ffi mid 2 = RH02 . Ar . '1'2 RH02 'I' 2; ffi mid,2 34 40 , , 
temp. difference L\Ti,2 = T w,0,2 - T r,i L\Ti2;Tw02 35 42 , , , 
L\Tmid2 =Twmid2 -Tri L\ T mid,2 ; T w ,mid,2 36 44 
, " , 
L\T 2 -L\T 'd2 L\T I, rru , 
LMTO,tp,2 = 
In( ~Ti.2 J L\T LMTD,tp,2 37 45 
L\T mid 2 
Energy E i,2ffi i,2 + qtp,2 - i yffi mid,2 = ENGY 2Ar 'I' 2 E i,2;ENGY2 qtp,2 38 46 
q = ffi ·C .(T . -T ) tp,2 w,2 w w,rrud,2 w,0,2 ffiw,2 39 46 
q =U·A ·L\T tp,2 tp,2 sur,tp,2 LMTD,tp,2 A sur,tp,2 Utp,2 40 47 
pressure drop M acc,2 = G i,2 2( out - in2) in2 41 47 
\0 
0\ 
,w "".2 = ( ,w, •. 2 ]I $, • .,' . <Ix Xi,2 ; J <1>10,22 M lo.2 42 48 
1-x· 2 I, 
M f 2 L tp,2 1 2 = 2· 1 2' G· ._-0, 0, 1,2 
PI ·dr 
f 1o,2 43 49 
f _ 0.079 
Relo,2 44 50 10,2 - 0.25 
Relo,2 
G· ·d Re - 1,2 r 45 50 10,2 -
fll 
Tube 2: Superheat 
continuity ffi mid,2 - ffio,2 = -py . Ar . '1'2 46 50 
temp. difference L\T 2 = T . 2 - T 2 0, W,I, r,o, T . 2 W,I, L\ T 0,2; T r,0,2 47 52 
L\ T mid 2 - L\ To 2 
L\ T LMTO,s,2 = ' , L\ T LMTD,s,2 48 53 In( ~T mro.2 J 
L\T02 
energy 
pressure drop 
~ 
overall convection 
Dynamic eqns 
q 2 = m 2· C (T ·2 - T 'd 2) s, w, W W,t, W,RU , 
q = m . c (T - T .) s,2 0,2 r, v r,o,2 r,l 
q =U·A ·AT s,2 s,2 sur,s,2 LMTD,s,2 
1 
Us,2 = 1 
--+-
h s,2 hw 
h _ Nuss,2 . kv 
s,2 -
dr 
Nus = 0.023· Re 0.8. Pr 0.4 ~2 ~2 s 
AI> =[f (Ltot -Ltp,2)]Go} 
s,2 d,2 
dr 2·pv 
f d,2 = f(Res,2,E) 
G ·d Re = 0,2 r 
, s,2 
/lv 
1 
Utp,l = ---:-1--
=--+-
htp,l hw 
1 
Utp,2 = 1 1 
=--+-
h tp,2 hw 
dLtp,1 = '1'1 
dt 
dLtp,2 = '1'2 
dt 
qs,2 49 54 
50 54 
A sur,s,2 Us,2 51 55 
hs2 52 56 , 
Nuss,2 53 57 
Res,2 54 58 
L tp,2 f d,2 55 59 
56 59 
57 59 
58 59 
59 59 
1 
2 
\0 
00 
COMPONENT 
two-phase length 
mean void fraction 
Newton-Raphson Equations: Two Passages, no superheat 
EQUATION 
Ltp,l (0) = Ltp,l,i 
(l2(0) = (li,2 
KNOWN 
L l' tp, ,1 
(l. 2 1, 
UNKNOWNS #E #U IC 
1 
2 
DE 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
System, General Equations 
header continuity m i,1 + m i,2 = m TXV m TXV mi,J ;mi,2 1 2 
flow rate m 1=G I·A ·1000 0, 0, r Ar mO,I;Go,1 2 4 
mo2 =Go2 ·Ar ·lOoo mo 2;Go 2 3 6 , , 
m' l = G· I . A ·1000 I, I, r G' I I, 4 7 
m· 2 = G· 2' A ·1000 1, 1, r G' 2 I, 5 8 
pressure drop AI' evap = Al's,1 + AI' aee,l + AI' friet,1 AI' evap;AI' s,l 
AI' friet,l;AI' acc,l 6 12 
AI' evap = AI' acc,2 + AI' frict,2 AI' frict,2 ;L\P acc,2 7 14 
Al'TXV = P cond - P TXV P cond PTXV;AI'TXV 8 16 
Al'evap = PTXV - Psi Psi 9 16 
Tube 1: Two-Phase 
continuity mi,l - mmid,l = RHOI . Ar . 'PI RHOI 'PI ;mtp,l 10 18 
temp. difference L\Til =Twol-Tri Tr,i L\ T i,l ; T w,o,l 11 20 , , , , 
L\T mid,l = T w,mid,l - T r,i L\T mid I;T w mid I 12 22 
, " 
L\T I - L\T 'd I L\T I, ID1 , 
LMTD,tp,1 - In( AT;,l ) L\T LMTD,tp,l 13 23 
L\T mid,l 
energy Ei,lmi,l + qtp,l - ivmtp,l = ENGYIAr 'PI Ei,l;iv;ENGYI qtp,l 14 24 
q = m ·c (T . -T ) tp,l w,1 W w,nud,l w,o,1 mw,l ;cw 15 24 
q =U·A ·L\T tp,l tp,l sur,tp,l LMTD,tp,1 A sur,tp,l Utp,l 16 25 
pressure drop AI' ace,l = G i/ (out - inl ) out;inl 17 25 
Ai' "',1 = ( Ai'Io,1 )r .1'/ ' dx Xi,l ; J <1>10,1 2 APlo,l 18 26 
I-x· I I, 
2 Ltp I API I =2·fl I·G·I ._-'- PI;dr flo,l 19 27 0, 0, I, 
PI ·dr 
f _ 0.079 
Relo,1 20 28 10,1 - 0.25 
Relo,l 
G·I·d Re - I, r 21 28 10,1 - III 
III 
Tube 1: Superheat 
continuity m ·d 1- m 1= -P . A . ':1'1 on , 0, v r Pv 22 28 
temp. difference L\T 1= T ·I- T 0, W,l, r,o,1 T ·1 W,l, L\ T 0,1; T r,o,l 23 30 
A L\Tmidl -L\Tol T - , , LMTD,s,1 - L\T LMTD,s,1 24 31 
\0 In( ATmm,1 J \0 
L\To,l 
energy q I = mi' C (T . I - T ·d I) s, w, W W,I, W,1Dl , qs,l 25 32 
ql=ml·c (T I-T.) s, 0, f,V r,o, f,l cr,v 26 32 
q =U·A ·L\T s,l s,l sur,s,l LMTD,s,1 A sur,s,l Us,l 27 33 
Us,l = 
1 
hw hs,l 28 34 1 I 
-+-
hs,l hw 
h _ Nuss,l . kv 
s,l -
dr kv NUSs,1 
29 35 
Nus = 0.023· Re 0.8. Pr 0.4 s,l s,l s Prs Res,l 30 36 
pressure drop Ai' =[f (Lint -LIp,1 )]G./ fd,l 31 37 s,1 d,l 
d 2·pv 
fd,l = f(Res,l;e) E 32 37 
Go l' dr Re = ' J.lv 33 37 s,1 
J.l v 
Tube 2: Two-Phase 
continuity mi,2 - mo,2 = Ar . L tot {pv - PI)A A 34 38 
temp. difference ilTi2 =Tw02 -Tri ilTi2;Tw02 35 40 , , , , , , , 
ilT 0,2 = T w,i,2 - T r,i T . 2 W,I, ilTo.2 36 41 
ilTi2 -ilT02 
il T LMTD,tp,2 =' , il T LMTD,tp,2 37 42 In( aT,,2 J 
ilTo,2 
energy Ei,2mi,2 + qtp,2 - (il + XO,2Arg)mO,2 = Ar . Ltot{hvPv - hIPI)A 
Xo,2 qtp,2 38 43 
q = m ·C (T . -T ) tp,2 w,2 W w,I,2 w,0,2 mw,2 39 43 
q =U·A ·ilT A Utp,2 40 44 
-
tp,2 tp,2 sur,tp,2 LMTD,tp,2 sur,tp,2 
8 pressure drop .1Pacc,2 = Gi,/{out - in2) in2 41 44 
dP "ct,2 = ( dP 10,2 ]I +10,22 ,dx Xi,2 ; J «1>10,22 .11>10.2 42 45 
xo,2 - Xi,2 
.11> - 2 f G 2 L tot f lo,2 43 46 12- '12' ' '--0, 0, 1, 
PI ·dr 
f _ 0.079 
Relo.2 44 47 10,2 - 0.25 
Relo,2 
G"2 ·d Re - I, r 45 47 10,2 -
J.l1 
overall convection Ut 1= p, 1 
1 46 47 1 
=--+-
htp,1 hw 
-I.J 
-
+ 
-i,}! 
I 
II : 
I N I & ! 
::; : 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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